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"Indeed the historian of the modern world is tempted to reach the depressing conclusion
that progress is destructive of certitude."

(Paul Johnson 1983, p. 697)

1. The Subject and its Interdisciplinary Background

This survey seeks to show what account is taken of uncertainty in contemporary
macroeconomics. Before outlining ist scope and content at the end of this section, it may be
useful to provide some historical background on how the treatment of uncertainty, and the
contexts in which it has been dealt with, have changed not only in economics but also in
other disciplines. For it is difficult to gain perspective on the treatment of uncertainty in one
discipline without comparing this with another.

Because of the element of deliberate choice and mutual awareness by the actors, the
economic processes of society are not like physical processes. Nevertheless, certain basic
changes in how uncertainty is viewed and hence represented in formal structures apply
across several sciences, hard and soft. What Gordon Reece (1977, p. 11) wrote about phy-
sics since the 1920s may also apply to economics much more recently: Imperfection, inaccu-
racy, unpredictability, uncertainty and randomness have gradually been accepted into the
discipline.

Uncertainty in a measure or value can arise on account of the dispersion of repeated
occurrences in the face of the same prediction. This concept of uncertainty is statistical and
the one most frequently meant here. Occasionally we will make use of a different, episte-
mological concept: uncertainty in the opposite sense from likelihood. Uncertainty, for ins-
tance about policy pronouncements, then becomes an inverse measure of belief in a single
event being true or real. Sir Harold Jeffreys (1973, pp. 12-14) has identified the latter
concept as involved in scientific inference from past to future observations and in the
rational legitimation of beliefs.

The acceptance of either concept of uncertainty has been slow to spread to expositions
and policy applications of macroeconomics. Except in the context of multiplier uncertainty,
which expresses inability to predict the precise effects of economic policies, uncertainty is
still rarely mentioned in all but the most advanced textbooks on macroeconomics such as
Thomas Sargent's (1979). Robert Hall and John Taylor's (1986) recent undergraduate text-
book is the first to have what amounts to an entire chapter devoted to (imperfect) informa-
tion. This is a subject which, until some years ago, even economic theorists traditionally had
banished to footnotes (in the judgement of Michael Rothschild and Joseph Stiglitz 1976, p.
629). The common teaching method of introducing shocks experimentally by displacing a
variable or shifting a function and seeing how the model's solutions are changed is not nor-
mally presented as importantly involving uncertainty and the state of expectations. Even
when shocks and disturbances are viewed as stochastic and taken as surprises, they are
quickly decoded and given over to stabilization policy in standard treatments. In other
words, disturbances arrive nicely identified and are then processed essentially without
uncertainty about the model affected.

Macroeconomists could, and did, proceed to lay out the options relevant for stabiliza-
tion policy even when the authorities' objective function was not fully revealed to them or
if government preferences were known to be fuzzy or fickle. In doing so they intended to
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alert politicians to the likely economic consequences of their actions so as first to clarify and
then to improve their choices. Among economic advisers in and around governments, spe-
cificity was at such a premium that even multiplier and forecast uncertainty tended to be
played down.

Until the late 1960s, and possibly longer, most macroeconomists felt comfortable in
what has been called the Newtonian or Cartesian world of determinism. Long after the
natural sciences had forsaken this world, the social sciences clung to the belief that the pro-
cess of "scientific" discovery could only yield ever more refined certainties. Thus elements
of knowledge would build on each other without being subject to dissipation by new disco-
veries or by phenomena that could not be accounted for within existing modes of analysis.
In that earlier world of thought, aptly characterized by Orio Giarini (1982, p. 911), econo-
mic control was deemed not only possible but increasingly perfectible through research if
only popular superstitions blocking its application could be overcome. We will quote three
statements by Paul Samuelson, which may have represented the thinking of many macro-
economists at the time, to show that such convictions were, in fact, held. This preparatory
segment then concludes by explaining why the possibilities of macroeconomic engineering
are now viewed as so much smaller.

A few decades ago Samuelson wrote:
We no longer regard cyclical swings as immutable facts of nature, like the
inevitable plagues that man could do nothing about before the age of penici-
lin, sulpha, medical care and public health. Fiscal and monetary policies can
ameliorate, moderate, and perhaps even compensate fully for such tenden-
cies toward sluggish investment opportunities. ([1962] 1963, p. 59)
From these remarks it will be clear that economic science is not only neutral
as to the question of the desired rate of capital accumulation - it is also neu-
tral as to the ability of the economy to realize any decided-on rate of capital
formation. I repeat: With proper fiscal and monetary policies, our economy
can have full employment and whatever rate of capital formation and growth
it wants. ([1956] 1962, p. 41)
The real barrier to optimal fiscal policy is not procedural or administrative.
It is ideological. If the American people, Congress, and the President all had
a desire for the requisite pattern of expenditure and taxing - and the implied
budget deficits (and surpluses!) - then without any structural reforms our
present system could be more nearly optimally stabilizing. It is simply a mat-
ter of fact, though, that... [t]he American public simply cannot stomach bud-
getary deficits of the size sometimes needed for stability, high employment
and growth. ([1962] 1963, p. 36)

Clearly the spirit of scientism, of ever more successful application of scientific manage-
ment to the economy at large, gleams through these writtings. It seemed that with expert
management the "twilight of the business cycle" (Samuelson [1962] 1963, p. 27) might soon
be turned into its total eclipse. Walter Heller (1966, p. 69) identified steady advances in
fact-gathering, forecasting techniques, and business practice as helping in this regard. While
problems arising from uncertainty in the private sector and from the vagaries of business
and consumer confidence were not denied, they were viewed as challenges to stability that
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could eventually be met. In fact, Keynesianism shared with more pervasively "planned"
approaches the conviction that "indeterminacy and uncertainty arising in the private sector
should be counteracted by political action" (Walter Weisskopf 1984, p. 359). As Keyne-
sians, more than John Maynard Keynes ([19261 1972; 1936, p. 382), had insisted, if the laws
of markets and the force of competitive behavior did not suffice to establish order and
acceptable levels of employment, then the government's program would.

Confidence in the ability to overcome ignorance and crises through ever more refined
scientific tuning of policy instruments was not limited to stabilization policy in the 1950s and
1960s. It also extended to the intersectoral and intertemporal allocation of resources
through public investment and industrial policy and, more broadly, through planning for
economic development in a mixed economy. Jan Tinbergen (1952, pp. 37-52) had concei-
ved of a given allocation policy as controllable if only there existed instruments which were
sufficient in number and in their potential range of variation and combination to cause the
private and government sectors together to realize that policy. Kenneth Arrow and Morde-
cai Kurz still found this conception useful when they wrote:

It is possible to calculate what may be termed the publicly optima/policy, the
policy with regard to all variables (in this case, public investment, private
investment, and consumption) that would be adopted by a perfectly altruistic
government with unlimited powers. (1970, p. 15)

Thus there was justice to G.L.S. Shackle's (1973, p. 518) characterization that, "for a hun-
dred years and more, economists have concerned themselves with a world where everything
necessary can in principle be known, and where the only questions to be studied are how to
work out this knowledge from the data of experience, and what practical commands to
recognise in it." This paper shows that research attitudes have been changing.

1.1. The Growing Acceptance of Uncertainty

Overconfidence in the government's capabilities peaked in the "New Economics" of
the 1960s (for a retrospective see Rudiger Dornbusch and Stanley Fischer 1978, pp. 297-
330). Since then the rise in inflation and its subsequent stubbornness with respect to the
policies of the 1970s, the still largely unexplained worldwide decline in the rate of growth of
productivity that accompanied stagflation, and the failure of government-orchestrated
development and control programs have had sobering effects in many countries. Keynes'
theories were applied, but found, some would say, extremely wanting (Michael Darby and
James Lothian 1986, p. 13).

In the United States the sense of being in close control, particularly over real economic
activity, crumbled when the tuning fork of policy activism, consisting of a stable Phillips
curve and reliable policy multipliers, proved disconsonant with subsequent experience. The
most telling critique, that of Robert Lucas, noted that difficulties of observing the course of
nature without disturbing it and of separating subject and object, already encountered in
the natural sciences, were compounded in the social sciences. There calculating observers
of a process also consciously participate, and thereby reshape it. "Given that the structure
of an econometric model consists of optimal decision rules of economic agents, and that
optimal decision rules vary systematically with changes in the structure of series relevant
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to the decision maker, it follows that any change in policy will systematically alter the struc-
ture of econometric models" (Lucas 1976, P. 41). In this way serious doubts were raised
about the ability of economists to inform policymakers about the likely consequences of
their actions throught policy evaluations with econometric models.

The new classical economics went further. As portrayed by Bennett McCallum (1980,
pp. 724-38) and summarized by Jerome Stein (1982, pp. 73-75), "[d}emand management
policies cannot be expected to accelerate the return to full employment or capacity output"
in the words of the latter (p. 75). Furthermore, the variance of price forecast errors and
deviations from full employment will rise with the erratic component of changes in the
money supply. Hence efficiency would call for abandoning vain attempts to manipulate the
economy that inevitably raise discretionary disturbances in the new classical view.

Nevertheless, in René Passet's (1984, p. 378) excellent judgment, uncertainty, which
asserts itself more and more in economic analysis, will no doubt for years to come be seen
by many organs of state as that unbearable margin of free play that must, if possible, be
reduced in the name of efficiency. On the other hand, many economists, starting with clas-
sical liberals, continue to view policy activism as a potential source of uncertainty, malign
tutelage, and wasteful disturbance. Milton Friedman ([1951] 1966, pp. 117-32) already held
this view when Keynesianism was still in its political ascendance. Subsequently disagree-
ments arose on whether policy ineffectiveness or poor execution of policies from an econo-
mic viewpoint are to blame for the futility, or worse, of macroeconomic interventions. In
either event, the confidence of macroeconomists in their ability to generate useful policy
advice has declined and is now at low ebb.

This loss of access and external esteem may be damaging in that "[mjacroeconomic
theory is ultimately justifiable by connection to policy analysis" (Christopher Sims 1986b,
p. 126). The admission of greater uncertainty may also be necessary, however, to the extent
"[e]conomists generally tend to put forward policy conclusions and forecasts as if they were
surer of them than they ought to be, based on any objective evidence" (Sims 1986a, p. 8).
Friedrich Hayek ([1974] 1978, pp.23-24) in his Nobel Memorial Lecture entitled The Pre-
tence of Knowledge, made much the same point.

In fact there are many sources of uncertainty, only a few of which will be enumerated
here. For one, only a vanishingly small part of the objective world can be sampled and what
can be measured is not all that is important. Then there is the uncertainty surrounding
future variables. Expectations and beliefs about them, while important in many macroeco-
nomic relations, can rarely be ascertained directly, and any survey evidence there is may be
disputed (see, for instance, Michael Bryan and William Gavin 1986). Future variables are
followed in order of potential importance by "notional" or "unconstrained" decision varia-
bles. Such variables could be observed over time only if constraints, including prior commit-
ments which may result in a present disequilibrium, were no longer binding in the same way
as before (Ray Fair 1984, pp. 20-23). They would surface if there is some institutional or
regime change. A multiplicity of solutions may result unless there is a great deal of prior,
and itself uncertain, structuring and judgement about relevant variables, coefficient cons-
traints, and the absence of self-fulfilling expectations (McCallum 1983; Edwin Burmeister,
Robert Flood, and Peter Garber 1983). Thus uncertainty is now recognized in many measu-
res and values, forms and structures.
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We may carry the last point one step further. Recent work by James Hamilton and
Charles Whiteman (1985) suggests that observable implications of self-fulfilling expecta-
tions, such as bubbles or "sunspot" equilibria that exist only because they are arbitrarily
created and temporarily sustained by faith in them, are difficult to extract from price data.
The difficulty is that the joint hypothesis normally tested contains a wider range of possibi-
lities and of relations between observables and unobservables than would be needed for
identification. Such inability to discriminiate between observationally equivalent possibili-
ties, whose implications for government intervention and for the interpretation of price
signals differ, is a common manifestation of uncertainty about structures or events. There
is growing awareness that identifications that are conditional upon the correct model may
exclude such ambiguities only by advance restrictions which have remained untested.

1.2. Statistical and Epistemological Uncertainty

Traditionally uncertainty has been attributed in economics not only to expectations,
unobservables and the factor of choice but also to incompleteness of our knowledge of com-
plex structures. If the latter were the main cause of uncertainty, as assumed in classical phy-
sics, economic developments could still be regarded as deterministic in principle (Niels
Bohr [1949] 1958, p. 34; [19581 1963, p. 2; Jeffreys 1973, p. 234). Even then one could not
pretend to have penetrated to the point of having as yet obtained a complete description of
all the factors relevant to a particular entity or to its behavior in the system investigated.
Consequently, one had settled for statistical laws or probability estimates in the classical
world of thought because there were no practical alternatives for obtaining useful predic-
tions, and not because of irreducible uncertainty and randomness of the kind acknowledged
in modern physics (see Lewis Feuer 1974, pp. 177-80). Since then the premise of random-
ness has proved more productive than the premise of certainty in a number of areas where
statistical laws are no longer treated as awaiting replacement by an extension of determi-
nism through scientific research.

Insights first developed in applied mathematics and physics also gradually made uncer-
tainty be reckoned with in the biological and social sciences in a more fundamental way. For
instance, wide classes of nonlinear difference and differential equations, that can be as per-
tinent for ecology as for economics, yield "turbulent" or chaotically unstable trajectories.
Systems of such equations are used to establish critical values for policies to be stabilizing
or to represent processes such as gradual stock adjustment in conjunction with other reac-
tive processes. One immediate implication of nonperiodic behavior emphasized by Richard
Day (1982) is that the future evolution of a model solution cannot be anticipated from its
pattern in the past.

Even if the process generating the past data should take a series of irregular and non-
recurring values that do not fit any pattern, it would be important to know what that process
is. Provided there are no random errors attributable to outside disturbances, even chaotic
time series would be determined solely by internal propagation that could be modified by
policy. As William Brock (1986) has emphasized, however, deterministic chaos looks ran-
dom to the naked eye. This makes it difficult in small data sets to distinguish such chaos
from, say, a stable nonlinear system buffeted by exogenous shocks.
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Doing so would be important for several reasons beyond ascertaining the existence of
stable equilibria or limit cycles and the number of possible solutions. It is not sure that
nothing at all can be done about the arrival rate and reception of external disturbances.
Nevertheless, in the first instance, the government is bound to be much more helpless in the
face of shocks classified as exogenous than of irregular movements resulting from known
endogenous propagation mechanisms. Hence whether the government can expect to be
able to stabilize the economy through built-in policy rules hangs in the balance. If so, such
rules could narrow and "improve" the range of deterministic solutions of nonlinear systems
(Jean-Michel Grandmont 1985). They could also be designed to provide "resilience"
against intrinsically unpredictable fluctuations which can occur in the presence of parameter
uncertainty even without exogenous, random shocks (Day and T.-Y. Lin 1986).

A reason for wanting to discriminate also between linear and nonlinear processes, the
latter of which contain the possibility of chaos, derives from the dependence of behavior in
nonlinear dynamics on initial conditions. If there are multiple solutions in the system, such
dependence is likely even in the long run. Brock (1986, pp. 185-92) has summarized the evi-
dence showing how common nonlinear data generation processes appear to be in econo-
mics. Any change in initial conditions may then put the future on a different track.

Jacques Monod (1970, p. 161) has emphasized the last point also for modern sciences
that do not involve conscious choice. According to him, singular events, such as the origin
of human kind, that could not have been grasped in advance even by the "demon" of
Laplace because they had an extremely low probability of occurrence, can alter subsequent
evolution in a manner not preconceived. Although biological nature tends to be invariant
and faithfully replicative, it is the random copying errors, a few of which may turn out to be
successes, which let the future be unexpectedly creative. There may be even more of this
creativity in the social sciences where copying errors need not be random but can be due to
planned innovation and to learning more from experience and the passage of time than the
conclusion of one's fate in terms of survival, propagation, or extinction. While creativity
may be due to an attempt to manage, i.e., "improve", the odds ccurrently perceived, it also
adds to uncertainty about what entries there will be in the catalogue of the future.

In economics, the notion that the list of Arrow-Debreu securities can be complete, so
that its tree of sequential events contains all possible future commodities and contingencies
right now in theory (Arrow [19531 1971, pp. 121-33; Gerard Debreu [1953] 1959, pp. 98-
102), if not in practice (Arrow 1970, p. 64), would be entirely at variance with this concep-
tion. As Manfred Neumann (1986) has hinted, the notion that the set of future possibilities
is already closed and precise suffers from a number of deficiencies. It ignores inventiveness
and the non-probabilistic possibility of original accidents in both nature and humans (John
Hey 1985). It also ignores the fact that the definition of contingencies must be fuzzy: each
has to apply over some discrete range of approximation or tolerance if their number is to be
finite. Even then there is inexhaustibility, even in theory, as Werner Heisenberg ([1964]
1974, p. 105) has explained among others, so that the set of future contingencies can not be
closed. Nevertheless uncertainty, just like knowledge, must be relative to something that is
currently at least partially perceived; it has to be motivated and structured. Why and where
do we think uncertainty arises and what difference does it make? What specific allowance
or provision has been made for it in macroeconomics? We will address questions like these
in the body of this paper.
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1.3. Scope and Content of this Survey

With this background as introduction, it is now possible to outline the reach of this sur-
vey and what will escape its grasp. First a few words on terminology and scope of the sub-
ject. Baruch Berliner (1984, p. 381) has the term uncertainty cover everything other than
complete certainty so that "[w]hatever is not certain is uncertain, whether it is nearly certain
or very far from being certain." If only things that are absolutely certain are to be excluded,
almost all of economics remains, certainly much more than can possibly be handled in this
survey. To illustrate: Even the most accurate data provide only limited transparency. For
instance, price quotations in auction markets have at least peripheral elements of uncer-
tainty in that it is rarely perfectly clear in advance, or independently of testing the market
through offers of actual transactions, how much can be bought for how long and from whom
at that price. Hence some degree of market uncertainty, as Jack Hirshleifer and John Riley
(1979, pp. 1376-77) have called it, is ubiquitous when unobserved variables enter into
contemplated tests of markets.

Moving to the opposite extreme by selecting uncertainty rather than certainty as the
limiting case is equally unhelpful for delineating our scope. While the previous meaning
would exclude almost nothing, this other meaning would exclude almost everything that is
suitable for economic analysis, as Lucas ([1976J 1983, p. 9) and others (Arrow 1971, p. 17;
Hirshleifer and Riley 1979, p. 1378) have pointed out. Uncertainty about events to come
has been given such narrow usage most notably by Frank Knight (1921, pp. 197-232 and
255-61).

Clearly we do not accept either of these polar conceptions of the range to be covered
by the term. Rather we will deal with uncertainty that is more than incidental or peripheral
to macroeconomic phenomena on the one hand but not boundless or beyond prior structu-
re, probability estimates, and learning on the other. We will also spotlight a middle range
in other respects. That range, marked by Lucas (1975, p. 1138), lies between economic and
econometric representations that imply that agents and markets foolishly waste information
by not changing decision rules optimally and the opposite extreme of markets which rapidly
transmit all information to all traders and result in a sequence of static general equilibria.

Within this range we will proceed in each section from the comparatively ascertainable,
where uncertainty is taken to arise from known and uncomplicated origins or processes, to
increasingly complex conceptions and consequences in particular areas. These areas are dealt
with in successive sections starting with technical matters and then turning more to policy
issues. Thus the next section (2) covers the basic concepts used in macroeconomics in a techni-
cal way by considering aggregation as both a drain and a font of uncertainty. The succeeding
section (3) shows econometric procedures that have been applied to learn about the uncertain
relations between these concepts. Relaxing the extreme information assumptions of the ratio-
nal expectations hypothesis, it deals with techniques for updating model parameters with lear-
ning and discusses econometric problems posed by current and future expectations variables,
multiple equilibria and by transitions between regimes. Section 4, less technically, focuses on
representations and effects of variability in several sectors and in the economy as a whole. It
also explores the standing of policy and technology surprises and the propagation of the resul-
ting shocks under various models and indexation arrangements. Some concluding observations
concerning the treatment of uncertainty in micro/macro relations and in asserting current states
of information are attempted in the last section (5).
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2. Uncertainty in Aggregation

The origins of uncertainty are sometimes believed to be known and sometimes not
known; more often in economics uncertainty is simply disregarded. This applies especially
to the basic building blocks of macroeconomics, which are aggregation functions and the
resulting aggregates. Both Keynes and Milton Friedman, in the judgement of the latter
(1976, p. 316), and many others building from "the top down" treat some aggregates as "ob-
jective" inputs for analysis. In fact, aggregates do not precede analysis and are not necessa-
rily pregiven to it. None of them exists independently of definitional rules and a mathemati-
cal form for constructing it. Construction should be guided, ideally, by theoretical rationa-
les that ensure compatibility with basic requirements of economic theory. For example, a
twice continuously differentiable linear homogeneous aggregation function (yielding what
is known as a "superlative" index or aggregate) could be consistent with basic tenets, such
as diminishing marginal effect on utility or productivity (W. E. Diewert 1976; 1978; William
Barnett et al. 1984), whereas a linear function, or a simple-sum aggregate, would not be.

In practice, theoretical requirements are often ignored and violated. As a result, aggre-
gation raises uncertainty in some respects while it reduces it in others compared with the
uncertainty surrounding the behavior of one of its imperfectly homogeneous elements.
Probing more deeply into these possibilities of error early in this survey will make it easier
to appreciate what can happen when data taken from the plane of actual decisions or indivi-
dual tries are combined to form aggregates.

Several different types of aggregates are encountered in economic data bases and in the
kind of weighing that leads to decision making. Accordingly, the rules of aggregation may
differ. For instance, the median voter is found by solving for the limit of an integral while
the mean of a probability distribution is the value of an indefinite integral whose discrete
equivalent is a simple-sum aggregate divided by the number of cases. While different kinds
of slating, filtering, data generation or screening may occur in the background, in each case
fixed statistical "eligibility" rules are adopted which are based on the recognized franchise,
accounting standards, or conventions. They yield aggregates that are verifiable, usually
through the simple procedure of a "recount", but of doubtful suitability for the analytical
demands made on them. This is where uncertainty enters aggregation.

An opposite effect, toward reduced uncertainty, is attributed to the law of large num-
bers. From the microeconomic base of many tries, this law could raise the predictability of
economic outcomes to the point of converting uncertainty about the outcome of individual
events into asymptotic certainty about aggregates, i.e., averages of such events. For instan-
ce, if such events are independent with a coefficient of variation equal to x at the micro
level, that coefficient would be reduced to x/\/ at the macro level when the number of
contemporaneous elements in the aggregation is n. In applications, for instance to optimal
inventory holding, this aggregation effect is known as the square-root law. Of course, in
economics, complete independence of events is unlikely because there are people, and
shared information systems, behind them.

Even if the square-root law applies and the estimated averages of stationary distribu-
tions reveal the population mean with growing precision as more observations are added,
no information may be gained from increased sample size about the characteristics of indivi-
dual elements relative to the original prior (Hayek [1974] 1978, p. 27). For example, assume
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this prior was equiprobability of heads and tails in a toss of a coin with unknown bias, but a
statistically significant bias is revealed when a large number of coins are tossed simulta-
neously. Then if bias in the aggregate is due to a few coins with strong bias in one direction
dominating the outcome over more coins with weaker bias in the other direction, calling
with the net bias would not be advised for arriving at the best estimate of the direction of
the bias in a randomly selected coin.

Analogues of this argument are frequently found in critiques of "representative agent"
models in economics that take no account of composition. David Betson and David Green-
berg (1986), M.H. Pesaran, R.G. Pierse, and M.S. Kumar (1986) and Stewart Schwab
(1986) have provided telling examples from the labor market. Real wages have been found
sensitive to unemployment by demographic groups (Mark Mitchell et al. 1985) and at the
industry level (Wilfred Beckerman and Tim Jenkinson 1986) even though there are no sta-
ble or significant relations between real wages and the business cycle at the aggregative
level. Similarly, price flexibility appears in disaggregated statistics that does not appear
from aggregate price level indexes (Dennis Carlton 1986). Hence aggregation can obscure
the evidence we are interested in under some circumstances, while making it stand out more
clearly under others.

The many types of aggregates that exist may crudely, but usefully for economics, be
classified into three groups distinguishing cross-sectional, intertemporal, or organizational
features as the dominant aspect of aggregation. Of course in the architecture of an econo-
mic system, all of these aggregates appear together in various configurations. Still it may be
helpful to explain the uncertainties particular to each type of aggregate in turn before dea-
ling jointly with their several dimensions.

2.1. Cross-Sectional Aggregates

If putting small pieces together to make something large is part of what gives macro-
economics its name, cross-sectional aggregates are the ones most commonly thought of in
that discipline. Conceptually, this first type of aggregate is formed over distinct micro-level
decision elements, such as households, and over object classes, such as currency and
demand deposits which they hold. In actuality, no reports from the household sector are
needed by government agencies to compile the statistics as simple dollar sums of the com-
ponents which have been defined to constitute a particular aggregate such as money. We
will next report on what the standards for this first type of aggregation should be and to
what extent they have been found to be observed in the literature.

Simple-sum aggregation may be justifiable in equilibrium with perfect markets, parti-
cularly if hedonistic and productivity attributes can be separately priced and reflected in the
definition of the items to be aggregated. Atomistic competition in which information is cen-
trally revealed in Wairasian auction markets may be uncharacteristic of many areas of eco-
nomic life; but where it exists, it prevents lasting differences between the marginal values
of the same or similar products and resources in different uses. This would help greatly to
simplify the problem and methods of aggregation.
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Unfortunately, marginal valuations are frequently not uniform. Consider, for instance,
what happens to the validity of inferring changes in capital services for use in production
functions from changes in simple-sum quantity aggregates of the capital stock when margi-
nal productivities, r, need not be equalized. The simple-sum aggregate is derived by adding
statistical estimates of the (current replacement cost of the gross or net) stock of private (p)
and government-owned (g) fixed nonresidential capital, so that this total stock, k, equals
k + kg. Then a Divisia index (see Barnett 1982), long recommended by Laurits Christen-
sen and Dale Jorgenson (1969; 1970), Christensen, Jorgenson and Lawrence Lau (1973),
and Jorgenson (1980) in similar contexts, would measure the rate of change in capital inputs
consistently. It would do so by aggregating rates of change in the two quantity components
weighted by the value shares, i.e., by their shares in the total return to capital, as shown
below:

[rk/(rk + rgkg)J (k/k) + [rgkg/(rpkp + rgkg)] (!g/kg). (1)

It is easy to see that this expression would be equal to k/k, the rateof change in the
simple quantity aggregate, only on two conditions: (a) r, = rg or k/k = kg/kg. Since equal
growth rates in the components would be fortuitous, only equality of the marginal rates of
return r and rg could validate the simplest forii of aggregation. If rates of return also
differed persistently between private industries, k/k might itself, of course, be an impro-
per aggregate for use in an aggregate production function if growth is distributed unevenly
over industries. This argument could be carried further to firms within industries and then
to divisions of firms that are separate profit centers.

Quite generally, for factors i and j to form a consistent aggregate such that the set J.
containing i and j is separable from factor h not in Jr, a weak separability condition (Trout
Rader 1972, p. 216) must hold. As shown in eq. (2) below, it states that the ratio of the mar-
ginal rates of substitution, m, with the numeraire commodity, in this case h, should be inde-
pendent of h. If this is so, then it will also be the case that the (R.G.D.) Allen (1960, pp.
503-05) partial elasticities of substitution, ç, with the excluded factor, h, are the same for
each of the factors, i and j, included in J. Hence two equivalent conditions for i and jto
form a consistent aggregates are:

ô(m1/m1)/ôh = 0 j, I E Jr, h Jr (2)
and çj,, = ch.

Ernst Berndt and Christensen (1974) have analyzed whether these conditions are met
for different types of labor so that labor inputs can be aggregated consistently over skill gra-
des. Letting i represent blue-collar labor, jwhite-collar labor, and k capital, they found with
manufacturing data going back to 1929 that the degree of substitution of i andj for k is very
far from being the same. Instead, white-collar labor is complementary with capital in the
previous study, or at least far less substitutable for capital than blue-collar labor (Daniel
Hamermesh and James Grant 1979). By contrast, Carmel Chiswick (1985) has found that
the long-run elasticity of substitution of physical capital for each of the two levels of human
capital is much higher (about 2.5) than between capital and a single labor aggregate (less
than unity). Continuing to subdivide, non-residential structures and equipment each are
likely to relate differently to labor as a whole and to its major skill components. The same
may be true for capital goods of different vintages, technology levels, or in sectors with
different labor shares under all but improbable conditions (Murray Brown and Winston
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Chang 1976; Diewert 1980). Energy, but not some other materials, may be a complement
for capital and a substitute for labor (Berndt and David Wood 1975; Barry Field and
Charles Grebenstein 1980). Hence, there may not be a consistent aggregate of any of the
major factors of production, labor, capital and materials.

Berndt and Christensen (1974) and Finn Kydland (1984) have shown that the size of
the errors introduced by ignoring this depends on the relation under investigation. Robert
Allen and Diewert (1981) have characterized error bounds on price and quantity indexes
under assumed conditions. The corollary of this is that when errors are reduced by defining
the aggregates and the limits of aggregation in the manner most suitable for each purpose,
the aggregates become specialized. Results obtained with them become difficult to compare
within and across areas of application. James Tobin (1985, p. 36) has noted the ambiguities
that may arise from the proliferation of constructs. Whether specialized or general, aggre-
gation now raises uncertainties, quite the opposite of what the law of large numbers had
promised.

Uncertainty in aggregation extends not only to products and factors but also to policy
instruments. The notion of a single indicator of the thrust of fiscal policy, such as the change
in the high-employment or middle-expansion budget surplus (see Frank de Leeuw and
Thomas Holloway 1983; 1985) has already been abandoned for some time for many purpo-
ses as Alan Blinder and Stephen Goldfeld (1976) had advised. However, simple-sum aggre-
gates of money are still in wide use. They are targeted by the monetary authorities, announ-
ced weekly amid suspense in financial markets, and used to forecast nominal GNP,
although microfoundations for doing so are quite lacking (Arrow 1986, pp. S386-S387).

For forecasting purposes, the different components of monetary change have been
weighted in some recent academic studies by the proportion of the total value of transac-
tions to which each of the components may be thought to have contributed. In the rental
cost formulation of Donal Donovan (1978), each proportion is represented by the share of
the opportunity cost of a component of money in the total opportunity cost of all compo-
nents that are credited with being money. The rate of opportunity cost, that is presumably
compensated by the marginal value of transaction services, is the rate of return on a liquid
non-monetary asset of negligible risk minus the explicit own rate of return on money. If the
non-monetary asset selected were Treasury bills or Milton Friedman's traditional favorite,
high-grade commercial paper, only deposit balances with lower rates of return could possi-
bly be included in money. In recent years, Milton Friedman and Anna Schwartz (1982, p.
263) have advised finding a compact way to describe the whole structure of yields on non-
monetary assets, rather than just on the one, or the elusive small set, that can be regarded
as the closest substitute for money. Even so, certain high-yielding components of money
could drop in or out of the definition depending on cyclical or other changes in relative
interest rates.

Furthermore, the non-negativity constraint on opportunity cost does not settle what
could possibly be included until the alternative asset has been defined. Such an asset would
have approximately equal substitutability with all the components included in money if the
sum of these components is to be jointly separable from the excluded asset. No asset is
likely to meet these demanding requirements (Thomas Simpson and Patrick Parkinson
1984). There are also problems with technological advances that lower the cost of providing
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transaction services and hence the opportunity cost of holding a particular component of
money in a competitive banking system. Reducing the weight attached to changes in that
particular component does not appear sensible because a reduction in the cost of transac-
tion services should raise, not lower, the quantity of such services demanded from that com-
ponent of money. For this reason Paul Spindt (1985) has experimented with turnover,
rather than opportunity-cost, weighting of changes in money components. Even so he
found that as the opportunity cost of holding bank liabilities with deregulated interest rates
became less and less, the sophisticated aggregate behaved more and more like the narrow-
est concept of non-interest bearing money, including currency about whose turnover little
is known. From tests of separability conditions, Apostolos Serletis and A. Leslie Robb
(1986) also obtained no justification for broad money measures such as those officially
emphasized once again by the Federal Reserve early in 1987.

It appears, therefore, that sophisticated aggregation procedures which are persuasive
under some conditions may be unable to take account of others. Results can degenerate and
fall victim to a change in circumstances. For instance, aggregation problems may hamper
the ability to control nominal GNP by relying on any stable procedure for aggregating
money or total nonfinancial debt (Simpson 1984; Stephen King 1986). Furthermore, policy-
makers who are uncertain even about the policies they would follow contingent upon events
compound uncertainty in the private sector. Kenneth Judd (1986) and Jonathan Skinner
(1986) have explored this for fiscal policy. Beyond being unsure about how to fit means to
ends in this and other areas, the policy goals themselves, of course, are frequently vague,
and this may contribute to uncertainty about prospective reactions.

Far on the other side of this aggregation debate are those who believe not only that
simple-sum monetary aggregates are meaningful in a country but that their rates of growth,
weighted by GNP, should be combined for several major countries to achieve better control
in each. Ronald McKinnon (1982; 1984) is the most prominent exponent of this view which
implies that world money is a separable aggregate. If so, some major national moneys, no
matter how heterogeneous internally, would be so highly substitutable for each other that
they must also have similar substitutability with non-monetary assets issued by the major
countries in their own or each other's currency. Several studies (see Dallas Batten and R.
W. Hafer 1985) have indicated that these assumptions have no significant empirical support
and that world money growth is not a good predictor of what happens to nominal GNP and
inflation in each of the major countries. Dornbusch and Fischer (1986, p. 492) have charac-
terized the addition of foreign variables to money demand equations as unpersuasive. Hen-
ce, contrary to McKinnon and Kong-Yam Tan (1983), domestic monetarism may not have
become obsolete. However, both global and traditional domestic monetarism might gain by
considering aggregation issues in terms somewhat less crude than whether, on the basis of
ad hoc judgement, particular liabilities of financial institutions should be in or out of the
definition of money at various times.

2.2. Intertemporal Aggregates

Except perhaps in two-period models, intertemporal calculations, whether connected
with portfolio, consumption, or investment decisions, invariably employ some fonns of
aggregation over time. Certain prices, for instance, long-term interest rates, also involve
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such aggregation (over short rates) in efficient markets. Similarly, contracts that fix terms
over some period involve intertemporal aggregation of the tree of contingencies envisaged
when they are entered into. To carry out intertemporal estimation may require assumptions
about relevant time constraints or horizons, such as building, holding, or commitment
periods and (useful) lifetimes. In addition, there must be rules for forecasting and discount-
ing uncertain events over variable time horizons that can reach infinity in some models.

Contributions assessing substantive controversies that have arisen in this regard have
appeared in a number of areas. Hall (1977), Burton Malkiel et al. (1979), and Kydland and
Edward Prescott (1982) provide different intertemporal constructs of investment decisions
and their implementation over time. John Judd and John Scadding (1982, pp. 1007-08),
Gregory Mankiw and Lawrence Summers (1984), and John Campbell and Robert Shiller
(1987) appraise long and short-run determinants of money demand, the term structure of
interest rates, and the adequacy of present value models of valuation. Finally, Martin Feld-
stein (1982), Olivier Blanchard (1985), Jacob Frenkel and Assaf Razin (1986), and James
Poterba and Summers (1986b) stand out from the many who have addressed the uncertain
weighing of exposure to future taxes connected with the government's unsustainable rate of
deficit finance.

In what follows we will deal more generally with uncertainty that may arise in intertem-
poral aggregation of data in some respects while being reduced by that very same aggrega-
tion in others. On the one hand uncertainty is introduced by the dependence of the cons-
truction of such data on uncertain prior assumptions about reaction or commitment times
that have to do with the length of the observation period desired for the data. On the other
hand, while priors are needed here also, uncertainty is reduced to the extent intertemporal
aggregation helps discover systematic tendencies by raising the signal to noise ratio and
allowing conclusions to be drawn with greater confidence. These opposing possibilities are
illustrated by two types of data that are inevitably aggregated over time: flow data and data
designed to reveal the behavior pattern of significant actors in the economy. Uncertainties
arising in connection with the former type are discussed only briefly before turning to the
latter.

The length of time period over which intertemporal aggregation is informative depends
on what priors one has about the behavior involved. For instance, few would believe that it
would be sensible to test the sensitivity of comsumption to current income with daily data
because it does not stand to reason that consumption would plummet when no income is
earned on one's weekly days off. However, if a choice would have to be made between
monthly, quarterly, and annual data, the decision could well turn more on the degrees of
.freedom readily afforded by a series than on principled considerations. Paul Newbold
(1983, p. 159) has summarized what can happen when continuous processes are reduced to
data sampled at administratively convenient points in time. For instance, time aggregation
can induce spurious causality, making an inherently unidirectional relationship appear to
exhibit feedback.

Priors are needed not only in data construction. They also determine whether it would
be thought useful, for gauging future behavior, to observe the past behavior of an actor. If
the attitude taken about the policy actions forthcoming at a particular juncture is that
"anything is possible", there is zero precision, the inverse of an infinite variance, of prior
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beliefs. Such an attitude would make the individual put the entire weight on current deve-
lopments for gauging what might then follow. However, under less than complete disconti-
nuity in the ways of the authorities, their past actions would retain some information value
for prediction. How much value depends on priors about likelihood, rapidity, and fre-
quency of a regime change and the ease and statistical confidence with which any such
change can be detected amidst the "noise" accompanying its implementation. William
Roberds (1987) has expanded on the importance of considering the probability of adminis-
tration turnover in this connection.

Even if there is no obvious change in administration, there can be an inference pro-
blem. At first glance, the second type of aggregate, used to reveal lasting characteristics of
actors, may be thought to involve little heterogeneity because it deals with aggregation of
the track record of what could be considered the "same" agent. However, the concept of
being the same is problematic in revealed-preference theory when spontaneous or endoge-
nous changes in tastes are admitted (C. Christian von Weizsäcker 1971) or utility adapts as
a result of new insights (Michael Cohen and Robert Axelrod 1984; Richard Cyert and Mor-
ris DeGroot 1986). Just as variables or patterns that require (artificial) intelligence to recog-
nize are invariably fuzzy (for references to formal treatments of fuzzy variables, objectives,
and logic see Janusz Kacprzyk 1986), there is a problem of identity in macroeconomics.
Without addressing that problem it would be pointless to remark that "if all potential poli-
cymakers were the same, there would be nothing to learn from seeing their actions" (Ro-
bert Barro 1986b, p. 20). Is a regime change to be recognized by a change in the modus ope-
randi or by a change in preferences or ends? How can any such change be inferred statisti-
cally? What if the change in the choice of means results from a change in the way in which
the authorities view, or implicitly model, the economy? This would alter the constraints
they perceive and hence their actions, but it would not necessarily affect their targets or the
objectives to which they feel they can contribute. Furthermore, obfuscation to maintain the
element of surprise may itself be the objective in games creating uncertainty about the
authorities' next move and true intentions. Experience values would then be difficult to
derive from repeated observation of a given action or process.

Alternatively, the authorities may be myopically risk averse and repetitive so that their
behavior pattern is easily figured from their record. Stein (1982, pp. 209-18) and a number
of others (cited in Michael Bradley and Dennis Jansen 1986) have tried to show at various
times that they could do this with the Federal Reserve. However, the role underlying the
actions of a single entity can emerge ever more clearly from lengthening time series only if
the systematic features of official behavior are in fact constant. Furthermore, constancy of
method as well as purpose can be expected only if the degree of novelty or surprise from
adopting a particular modus operandi is unrelated to its rationally expected success.
Otherwise it is difficult to see how the authorities could acquiesce in losing effectiveness as
their strategies are found out.

Taylor (1975) provides a systematic analysis of what intertemporal aggregation may
achieve in revealing to the public methods and intentions pursued by the authorities. Before
showing how Bayesian learning proceeds with lengthening time series, he explains that pri-
vate agents face the need for such learning because the authorities disguise their systematic
actions with "noise". In addition, there is a temporary tradeoff between inflation
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and unemployment that is characterized by an expectations-augmented Phillips curve,
while a (quadratic) penalty applies to both inflation and allocatively excessive unemploy-
ment. Then the speed with which expected inflation catches up with actual inflation deter-
mines the size and duration of the net gains perceived by the authorities from using their
control of the money supply to generate inflation surprises. These gains can arise from tem-
porarily depressed after-tax real wages driving the unemployment rate below its high "natu-
ral" but tax-distorted level in a system in which wage rates for the period ahead are set on
the basis of expected inflation. In a continuous-time model, an infinitely large adjustment
rate of the expected rate of inflation to any difference between the actual inflation rate, f(t),
and the expected rate, x(t), would keep any such difference infinitesimal at all times t.
Hence the net value of inflation would necessarily be negative to the authorities.

However, in the absence of prior knowledge that a regime change is imminent, it
would not necessarily be efficient for private agents to restrict attention to the latest data.
Suspending prior beliefs is consistent with rational expectations in that it prevents a string
of serially correlated expectational errors if a regime change is in fact occurring. Then if
there are no long-term contracts that are renegotiated less frequently than monetary policy
(Fischer 1977) and "if new policymakers take over monetary planning, and if the public is
completely ignorant as to their objectives and puts no weight on past inflation policy,

.their monetary policy will be ineffective in changing unemployment" (Taylor 1975, p.
1020). In other words, the expected forecast error under the new regime, E[f(t)dt - x(t)dt]
over the time interval dt, would be zero because expectations lack conviction and are form-
ed on the basis of no information other than f(t). If the mean rate of money growth has, in
fact, changed in a manner initially unknown to the public, sticking with any prior beliefs on
the matter is prejudicial to learning as fast as possible what the new rate is. Bayesian estima-
tors are biased unless the prior distribution is treated as noninformative, as it should be in
this case. If the new policy is known to be characterized by a fixed rate of money growth,
the very first observation under the new regime would give away the game; if implementa-
tion is noisy, f(t) would still be the best guess of the new average rate of money growth
which the autorithies now have planned.

On the other hand, being ready to abandon all priors at the slightest provocation
amounts to choosing a very low t-value for the significance test of the hypothesis that
nothing fundamentally has changed. This increases the chance of being misled by noise in
the early stages of the potentially new series and rejecting the hypothesis of "no change"
which could, in fact, remain true. Thus the chance of type I error rises while that of type II
declines with the loss of conviction. Matthew Canzoneri (1985) has shown that concerns
about these different types of errors would also weigh on labor if it could collectively adopt
a penalty scheme with which to confront the monetary authorities. Matters are even more
difficult if workers, as in David Backus and John Driffill (1985), do not communicate to the
authorities what this scheme is.

In this peculiar role assignment, labor is cast as so opposed to being thrown off its sup-
ply curve by inflation surprises, that it is willing to frustrate the authorities through increas-
ed unemployment later on should they dare. Now if the authorities pursue a noisy policy
consistent with long-term price stability and try to accommodate shifts in money demand,
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about which they alone have some knowledge, at the same time, money supply growth will
appear quite erratic to private agents (Canzoneri 1985). Agents now must infer whether the
changes in money supply growth observed contain only stabilizing and white noise varia-
tions, or variations spelling a return to inflation bias as well. In this, complete agnosticism
about official intentions is uncalled for, perhaps even preposterous, particularly in demo-
cracies. Furthermore, in democracies, the authorities are not the only ones who can play,
so that many games may be two-sided (Backus and Driffill 1985). European contributions,
in particular, continue to emphasize that, instead of threatening to retaliate against inflation
surprises engineered by the monetary authorities, organized labor may use political and
economic threats of various kinds, some of which may kindle inflation of their own. A
recent contribution by K. Blackburn and M. Christensen (1986) and the many references to
the Scandinavian literature it contains provide examples of games in which more than one
type of player can take initiatives.

Organized or not, the general public is not normally relieved of the task of filtering
signals from noisy series or of deciding when to look out for a change in signals and when
to expect a break of a size and duration sufficient to herald a new economic regime.
Already at this stage of the survey it is clear, therefore, that without identifying content and
strength, or mean and variance, of prior beliefs about a variable and the way it is handled
by the authorities in at least some respects, uncertainty could be featureless and rational
learning impossible to describe. Furthermore in this as in other respects, such as in selecting
projects with uncertain returns (Raaj Sah and Stiglitz 1986), preferences regarding type I
versus type II errors in society have much to do with its expected performance and decision
structure.

One such structure has been developed by Taylor (1975) on the assumption that prior
beliefs about money growth are given from time t = 0 with mean x(0) and variance ç, so
that they are held with invarying precision of w = c. Nevertheless mathematical expecta-
tions do not stand still as experience begins to accumulate under the new regime. That
regime aims for money growth (and inflation) of,u with an instantaneous precision of y(t) =
ç2 and cumulative precision of z(t) = .fy(s) ds. Although, unlike y(t) and z(t), i is not
known in advance to the public, it is the average money growth rate one would expect to
observe with a variance that declines with the number of observations generated since

= 0. The inverse of this variance, z(t), correspondingly increases with t. In Taylor's (1975,
p. 1017) formula, reproduced below, this causes the systematic error in the inflation (and
money growth) forecast, E[f(t)dt - x(t)dt], to tend to zero as observations accumulate.

E[f(t)dt - x(t)dt] = [wI(w + z(t))][ - x(0)]dt (3)

This result will be inevitable unless the new policy can never be found out because it is
infinitely noisy or completely imprecise so that y(t) = z(t) 0. However, such extreme
noise in money growth rates will be discouraged by Jensen's inequality on the non-linear
expectations-augmented Phillips curve raising the mean unemployment that is generated by
wider symmetric scatter of money growth. On the other hand, if w = 0 because the agent
has no confidence whatever in the predictive usefulness of any prior beliefs, he will elimi-
nate any systematic error in the inflation forecast right away no matter how much the mean
rate of money growth, - x(0), may have changed.
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As Barro and David Gordon (1983a, 1983b) have pointed out, where there are no prior
beliefs there is no reputation. In the first of a series of games between the monetary autho-
rities and the public, they have the prior beliefs of economic agents oscillating with total
confidence (w - cc) between the allocatively optimal inflation rate of zero and the time
consistent (Kydland and Prescott 1977), noncooperative or Nash equilibrium rate. At that
rate further inflation would be unattractive to the authorities even when they take the
expected inflation rate as given and divorced from their actions. In this first game, reputa-
tions are easy to establish. The authorities need to do what they say only once--even if what
they do is bad for private agents (the Nash inflation rate)--and be believed completely the
next time if they announce (but never follow) a policy of zero inflation. The loss in credi-
bility in the second period is then made up in the third and the game oscillates between
"believe you" and "believe you not" without more memory or learning.

Regaining a reputation has been made harder in further games by Barro and David
Gordon (1983a, 1983b) and higher penalties for official misbehavior, such as over 100%
lagged indexing (Christopher Wailer 1987), have been invoked also in subsequent contribu-
tions. It has since been pointed out by Alex Cukierman (1986) that this deterrence strategy
may itself be lacking in credibility on account of free rider and other problems. Neverthe-
less, various proposed schemes of punishment have led to the lowest enforceable, or incen-
tive-compatible inflation rate being cut down, at least in theory. Robert Townsend (1982)
and Daniel Cohen and Phillipe Michel (1986b) have explored optimal precommitment and
incentive compatibility further in this context. Taylor (1983) found the literature succeeding
to such an extent already earlier that time inconsistency of the optimal policy of zero infla-
tion (Kydland and Prescott 1977) no longer appeared as an attractive explanation for the
failure to overcome inflation bias in government policies. However, in a recent evaluation,
Kenneth Rogoff (1986) has concluded that it would be premature to dismiss time consis-
tency as a major issue in the design of monetary policy institutions and in deciding on the
constraints and rules to be placed on them.

This literature has shown that policy making cannot normally be treated as if it occurr-
ed in a historical vacuum, or as a comparative-static exercise entirely de novo. Rather,
aggregation and retention of the track record contribute to the appraisal of regimes and
their credibility. Institutional and private memory can keep the past alive in economic deci-
sions in a way best explained in international lending to sovereigns (see, for instance, Her-
schel Grossman and John van Huyck 1986). Reputations can be acquired by providing relia-
ble information about current intentions and difficulties as well as about future actions and
conditional penalties or planned retaliations. Reputations may be built over time even if
policymakers make noisily executed announcements as long as the official targets do not
turn out to be biased forecasts (Cukierman and Allan Meltzer 1986). Such investments may
have social value not only in that they lower the cost of aquiring information for others but
also in that they reduce the social cost of enforcing announced policies and getting the desi-
red results (for an example see Jeffrey Frankel and Gikas Hardouvelis 1985).

With stochastic disturbances of a continuing nature leading to a repeated game, the
authorities will value their reputation inversely with their political discount rate (David
Currie and Paul Levine 1986). Under some change in circumstances, instead of being main-
tained, reputations may then be traded on and depreciated; they can be used to deceive.
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Secrecy can be so used if it is designed to impede the discovery of true intentions. This
applies to government bodies as well as persons. At the very least there appears to be a bias
in favor of information which is of value to the individual or unit precisely because it need
not be made public (Stiglitz 1981, p. 245) and can be used to reap gains at the expense of
the uninformed or those with incorrect prior information or beliefs (Hirshleifer 1971).
Accordingly, the literature just surveyed was based on the premise of official secrecy or of
situations in which discretionary actions speak louder than words.

Institutional defenses and theoretical justifications of the practice of secrecy in central
banking have been reviewed already by Marvin Goodfriend (1986a) and Robert King
(1986). Of course not all regime changes, such as the official suspension of commitments to
maintain fixed exchange rates among the major currencies in February 1973 or the adoption
of money-supply targeted operating procedures by the Federal Reserve in October 1979,
were, or could be, secret. However, even here only time could tell what these changes
would actually imply, for instance for domestic money growth. Hence even if the authori-
ties dispensed with official secrecy and announced their plans of action as soon as they had
been adopted, such announcements would not necessarily reduce uncertainty. Compared
with secrecy they would do so only if the authorities deserve to be believed not only in the
judgement of the representative individual but of all. In fact, as Roman Frydman and
Edmund Phelps (1983, p. 6) have pointed out, an individual must not only know and
believe the government announcement but must also know that other agents know and
believe in the announced change in policy for a protracted period of disequilibrium to be
avoided. Hence, how decision-making units are linked within a system, how they are selec-
ted (Rogoff 1985), and what screening devices they apply affects the errors within the sys-
tem, as well as how these errors are aggregated. Sah and Stiglitz (1986) have described such
features as basic to the architecture of the economic system. It is architectural issues and
their relation to uncertainty to which we now turn.

2.3. Organizational Aggregates

The third type of aggregation occurs in organizations or in the process of deriving sys-
tem solutions. Politically it rests on voting rules and other procedures for reaching decisions
in committees or hierarchies within organizations and between them. Technically it involves
procedures for combining the weighted contributions of several "levels", "factors" or "cau-
ses" to a decision sequence that produces some outcome or resolution.

Outcomes may cover a wide range. They may be as diverse as the determination of a
dependent variable in a system on one side, and an election to office on the other. Conside-
ring the entire organization of the system from which individual results emerge, they may
be called "particular", "organic", or "holistic" aggregates. Forming them involves uncertain
processes of emergence and agency (representation) perhaps similar to those encountered
in relating a U.S. president's program to the popular will. Considering also the uncertain
interactions among subsystems, general systems theory (see, for instance, Kenneth Boul-
ding 1972) and principal-agent theory (see Arrow 1985) could be relevant here, while use
of game theory would be more appropriate for analyzing decision making in smaller groups
in which power remains divided.
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In politics and management, compromise outcomes tend to be less stable and predicta-
ble the greater the heterogeneity of interests and viewpoints from which they are wrung. It
is impossible, not only for outsiders, to program all the games and decision elements along
the multiple pathways leading to resolution inside and between particular organizations
(Daniel Levinthal 1984). Hence the number of possible scenarios is large, and the sequence
of outcomes correspondingly uncertain. A number of past attempts to map out systematic
elements in this political aggregation process are of interest to macroeconomics (see, for
instance, Richard Puckett 1984; Willem Buiter and Richard Marston, eds. 1985; James
Griffin 1985; and Ronald Wintrobe and Albert Breton 1986). Nevertheless, the uncertainty
that is implicit in the decision processes of complex organizations will not be dealt with fur-
ther in this paper. Indeed, partly because these processes have proved so difficult to model,
salient decisions of such organizations are frequently treated as exogenous inputs, or
shocks, in economic models.

Even aggregates reached outside hierarchies or committees, such as flow measures
which may have looked robust and unambiguous to the early Keynesians, increasingly have
become objects of contention and doubt. There is a growing sense that the usefulness of any
one construction will depend on what Sah and Stiglitz (1986) have called the architecture of
the economic system. They show that how decision-making units are organized and their
members and executives selected, what screening functions they apply to projects and ideas
of uncertain merit or profitability, and how much they insure against mistakes of one type
or another affects the errors within the system, as well as how these errors are combined,
propagated, and compensated.

At the simplest level it even affects the correspondence between data, such as actual
and potential output, which are frequently compared over business cycles. For instance, if
a central bureaucracy, or some other organization with market power (Hall 1986a; 1986b),
arranges matters in such a way that the prices of products are made to differ from their mar-
ginal costs, then factor-cost based and consumer-benefit based aggregations would not
agree. Potential output, however, is factor-cost based. It purports to measure the level of
output consistent with the natural degree of utilization of all resources, particularly labor,
and not the maximum benefit, in terms of consumer valuations evidenced by output prices,
that can be derived from such resource use (see Robert Gordon 1984b). Hence industrial
organization matters to aggregate outcomes and how they are to be understood.

More broadly, the information content of aggregates is reduced whenever composition
effects and relative standing matter and externalities arise from demonstration, imitation,
and other invidious or solidaristic forms of interpersonal dependence. Dimensional com-
pression has a cost. Robert Frank (1985) covers several of these points in his discussion of
cooperative arrangements and institutions which may serve to raise the demand for contin-
gent and "nonpositional" as opposed to "positional" goods, or for "insurance" versus
"cars". Only the values of the latter type of goods depend strongly on how they comapre
with things visibly owned by others. As opposed to such interdependence, a polyarchy (Sah
and Stiglitz 1986), in which decision makers undertake projects, ideas, or purchases inde-
pendently and without consideration of rank or signals emitted from peers rather than
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markets, would be aggregation's best friend in at least one respect. It would replace the
complex games persons or organizations play with and upon each other with the Nash solu-
tions characteristics of competitive markets in which all decisions are impersonal and
unilateral.

On the other hand, informationally decentralized systems beyond those amenable to
tâtonnement processes contain obstacles to rational learning and to the identification of
average opinion that is to support market equilibria. These obstacles have proved difficult
to overcome in the theoretical literature when it is impossible through communication to
centralize dispersed information (Leonid llurwicz 1972, p. 301; Geoffrey Philpotts 1972;
Frydman 1983; Townsend 1983, esp. pp. 548-50). Similarly, heterogeneous information, for
instance about the productivity of capital (Sanford Grossman and Laurence Weiss 1982), or
agents that are heterogeneous in terms of their ability to process information (see John Hal-
tiwanger and Michael Waldman 1985) have been found to lead to solutions different from
those expected under the informational assumptions underlying macroeconomic applica-
tions of rational expectations. Hence how people, abilities, information flows and markets
are organized can have a profound effect on the aggregate outcomes.

2.4. Value Dependence and the Several Dimensions of Aggregation

It was shown before that both prices and quantities enter as weights into the construc-
tion of any Divisia or other "superlative" index or aggregate compatible with economic
theory. (Several such index forms are identified in Douglas Caves etal. 1982.) For this rea-
son, no matter how physical the count intended, aggregation is quite literally not value free.
Value dependence also enters into aggregation in a less mechanical way through a variety
of insurance and risk sharing arrangements in society. These include fiscal equalization
rules or constitutions adopted when individuals are uncertain about their future income
positions (James Buchanan 1976; Hal Varian 1980; Georg Tillmann 1986) or about compa-
rative capacities for satisfaction (Abba Lerner 1944, pp. 28-30). Together with a number of
risk sharing devices in private markets, they create an intertemporal web of explicit and
implicit contracts masterfully surveyed by Sherwin Rosen (1985). Few strands of this web
are visible in high-frequency flow data or in stock data on assets and wealth.

For a simple illustration take compensation of employees. As reported in the U.S.
income and product accounts, wage and salary disbursements account for 83 percent (1985)
of this total and supplements to wages and salaries for the rest. Supplements, in turn are
split about equally between employer contributions for social insurance and other labor
income. Unlike other elements of compensation, other labor income has frequently involv-
ed tax shelters and this has contributed to heterogeneity of the value of different compo-
nents to recipients. Functionally, supplements as a whole consist almost entirely of contri-
butions to pension, profit-sharing, and other retirement benefit plans (53%), health insu-
rance (32%), life insurance (2%), workers' compensation (6%), and unemployment insu-
rance (6%). Lawrence Thompson (1983) has discussed many of the intertemporal, indeed
intergenerational, issues that arise in the valuation of these supplements by individuals and
in determining to what degree they are appropriable, at least notionally. Contributions for
unemployment insurance, for instance, contain both a flat-tax component and an element
of experience rating that might be thought of as prepayment, or, more likely, postpayment
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for indemnities provided by the unemployment insurance system to employees and
employers with unusually intermittent, cyclical, or seasonal work (James Adams 1985).
Clearly, valuing such combined contributions as simply on a par with wage and salary dis-
bursements would be arbitrary for the purpose of determining labor supply. The same holds
for profits-related pay. Even regular wage and salary disbursements are thought to contain
elements of insurance and risk sharing that dissociate the measured average wage rate from
both the marginal product of labor and from the marginal rate of substitution between lei-
sure and consumption (Rosen 1985, p. 1161; John Fay and James Medoff 1985).

Compared with piece rates, moral hazard and possible inefficiencies arise in all these
"two-part variable tariff" (Rosen's term 1985, p. 1159) arrangements, particularly when
they are concluded in situations of bilateral monopoly (Hall and Edward Lazear 1984). The
entire set of issues has been considered in depth by Stiglitz (1983), Arrow (1985), and
Richard Arnott and Stiglitz (1985). Relevant portions have been dealt with in labor or pro-
duct markets with asymmetric information by Joanne Salop and Steven Salop (1976), Jac-
ques Drèze (1979), Milton Harris and Artur Raviv (1979), Sanford Grossman and Oliver
(1983), Charles Schultze (1985), and Kurz (1986). Compared with a Wairasian auction sys-
tem, the significance and steering function of prices and the determination of quantities
change when there is a need for devising "agency" renumeration, offer, and insurance pri-
cing schemes designed to elicit honest revelation of preferences and intentions for the pre-
sent and the future. Aggregation simply on the basis of current cost, as in the case of
employee compensation, is not likely to suit many analytical objectives. Employment rela-
tionships, like customer and other relationships, obviously have a number of dimensions
and implied contract attributes.

For this reason, the dependence of data construction on the economic analysis intend-
ed is likely to grow in spite of the loss of comparability and replicability that extensive pro-
cessing of data imposes. Before lamenting the increase in uncertainty about data that is
bound to result from researchers' exercise of judgement from case to case, it is well to
remember that even so-called "hard" data, the simple-sum aggregates and indexes spurned
by Irving Fisher (1922), may contain many errors. This has been pointed out most forcefully
by Oskar Morgenstern (1950). There are several recently documented cases in point. Errors
have been reported in conventional aggregates of money (David Pierce et al. 1981; John
Boschen and Herschel Grossman 1982) and in the unemployment rate (Chritstina Romer
1986a; Michael Love!! 1986). The imaginary ("Martian") global deficit on current account
of close to $100 billion in a recent year (1982), which arose upon summation of the indivi-
dual country balances on a supposedly consistent basis, has also attracted much comment
about how defective and misleading official statistics can be (see, for instance, Sven Gras-
sman 1983). Because of the likelihood that errors in components and between the two sides
of transactions are to some degree offsetting, only a fraction of the sum of errors can be
brought to light by double-entry controls in macroeconomic accounting.

This concludes our discussion of how aggregation may convert individual indetermi-
nacy into statistical regularity on the one hand while making things that are definitive as
particulars uncertain in combination on the other. We next survey econometric representa-
tions of how learning about the uncertain relations between aggregate data can proceed.
The focus thus shifts from uncertain macroeconomic measures to uncertain structures in
which they occur.
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3. Uncertainty in Estimation

While older macroeconomic theories, such as Keynesian theories, paid little attention
to how private agents utilize information, including information about the likely reactions
of policymakers to developments in the private sector, newer theories have placed increa-
sing emphasis on this aspect. However, few of them have as yet taken pains to model the
process of learning. Neoclassical optimization and general equilibrium theory, for instance,
commonly assumes that the parameters of preference, as well as technology and market pri-
ces, are known not just on a current basis but also as sequences of future contingencies, all
of which are already perfectly well defined. This section surveys what basic approaches to
learning about uncertain parameters, variables, and structures have been taken in econo-
metrics when agents cannot be assumed to be endowed with as much certain prior informa-
tion as various theories have presupposed.

Among the newer theories, the rational expectations hypothesis, by equating the ave-
rage of subjective beliefs of agents about a state to the equilibrium consistent with economic
theory, goes farthest in regarding agents as informed. Economic agents are thus held capa-
ble of combining data and theory in an optimal way to predict and influence future realiza-
tions of stochastic economic variables. This assumption is currently understood as extreme
on two grounds. First, the economic data kept in the information set is neither complete nor
free of error, and, second, theoretical knowledge of the laws of motion is at best imperfect
when there is a need for learning. A multiplicity of equilibria and of transition paths among
states can arise and leave uncertainty about the appropriateness of particular methods and
solutions.

Economic decision making under uncertainty is inevitably based on expectations about
the future. Hence it is important to know how the formation of these expectations is
modelled. John Muth (1961) proposed a particular solution to this problem known as the
rational expectations (RE) hypothesis. It postulates the equivalence of the average of the
economic outcomes subjectively expected by individuals i, yy, and the predicted outcomes
of the relevant theory, Yt t, conditional on the same information set available at time t, I,
for the state of the economy, Yt. Stated formally

1

f (4)
0

when the economic agents are indexed by i from a set of unit interval [0,11. Essentially
Muth replaced the requirement of perfect information in the classical approach with one of
perfect ability in processing available information. Specifically he (1961, p. 316) assumed
that the economic agent (1) maximizes the use of information, (2) knows the structure of
the relevant system, and (3) makes a prediction not systematically different from the public
prediction unless it is based on inside information.

Under the RE hypothesis, the prediction error, e, of the average expectation is equal
to the random deviation of actuals from the predictions of the relevant theory,

1

e = Yt - f ydi Yt - y,. (5)
0
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This implies that the economy is operating efficiently in the use of information such that the
errors have zero expectation and are uncorrelated.

E[e Ij = 0
and (6)

1

=0
0

In other words, the average expectation about the state of the economy is an unbiased pre-
dictor of actual states and is orthogonal to the prediction error.

lithe system tends to equilibrium, so that equilibrium is what must, on average, be
rationally expected, it follows that

YtYf (7)

where y is an equilibrium solution of the relevant theory when expectations are modelled
explicitly. New Classical economists have emphasized this identification.

On the other hand, if rational expectations are regarded as the outcome of some pro-
cess of learning, asymptotic properties, such as convergence to rationality, and stability and
uniqueness of equilibrium toward which the system may be tending are immediate
concerns. Ronald Heiner (1983, 1985) has made the counter-intuitive statement that it is
the uncertainty which prevents agents from successful optimization that makes their beha-
vior more predictable due to limitations on the choice of actions. However, it can also be
said that because uncertainty inhibits economic choice, it supports more frequent revision
in plans as new information arrives. It therefore establishes a need for learning. According-
ly this section surveys econometric representations of systematic error learning behavior in
a stochastic environment that may contain multiple equilibria, regime change, and latent
variables.

3.1. Multiple Equilibria, Disequilibrium, and Switching Regimes

In theoretical approaches, economic agents can be represented abstractly as anony-
mous computers who execute programs with basic data on states,--prices and quantities,--
according to encoded natures,--preference orderings and technologies,--under scarcity
constraints. Under sufficient conditions the duality theorem guarantees the existence of an
economically meaningful optimal solution which will eventually satisfy the system solution
in the form of the fixed point. Competitive Walrasian general equilibrium has been consi-
dered the norm for these conditions. However, the basic data which constitute the econo-
mic environment is neither known with certainty nor fixed over time. Moreover decisions
of households, firms or policymakers generate and encounter uncertainty due to both cross-
market and intertemporal spillovers. Markets can be slow to clear when there is good rea-
son for waiting and search, equilibrium solutions can become dispersed under imperfect
information, and cyclical movements and rigid prices may result when market signals are
unobservable. Thus, under uncertainty, the individually optimized solution may lead to a
multiplicity of consistent solutions in macroeconomic aggregates as Richard Startz (1986)
and Randall Wright (1986) have shown in a variety of situations.
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When expectations about current endogenous variables appear in a rational expecta-
tions model, uniqueness of equilibrium is obtained unambiguously because rational expec-
tations appear as a fixed point of a well defined mapping through cross-equation nonlinear
parameter constraints (Lars Hansen and Sargent 1980; Fair and Taylor 1983). However,
when expectations about future variables enter the model, a feedback from the future to the
present causes rational expectations to be compatible with an infinity of solutions (George
Evans 1985). In economic terms this means that "[mjany price distributions, each with a
finite variance, may satisfy the self-fulfilling property of rational expectations" (Taylor
1977, p. 1377). In this situation, the rational expectations model can permit "irrational"
expectations as shown by Sargent and Neil Wallace (1973) in the context of Cagan's (1956)
model of hyperinflation. The usual identification condition, of having no more expectations
variables than exogenous variables in a model with current expectations, established in
Kenneth Wallis (1980), will not hold in this situtation.

Which solution will best fit the behavior of economic agents if models with future ratio-
nal expectations generally have a large number of solutions? To show some of the choices
that have been made, we will use a simple rational expectations model with future price
expectations:

p1=aE(p+jJ)+ bx1+ vt . (8)

A practical method of estimation proposed by McCallum (1976) was to take the exogenous
variables, Xt, and the Box-Jenkins prediction of the price index Pt+i at time t as instrumental
variables to estimate the parameters. This solution, while unique, is ad hoc unless it can
acquire asymptotic justification as studied in Adrian Pagan (1984). Alternatively, if there
are multiple but stationary solutions (I a >1 and x andV stationary with zero mean), pre-
dictive power can be a selection criterion. Taylor (1977) suggested minimum variance of the
prediction error as a condition for choosing a single solution in stochastic macroeconomic
models with RE. C. Gourieroux, J. Laffont, and A. Montfort (1982) examined other selec-
tion criteria, such as boundedness in mean or variance, asymptotic stationarity, and robust-
ness. However, these are first of all statistical and not economic requirements because the
stability of economic systems is examined independently of agents' learning about changing
structures.

Two papers by L. Broze, Gourieroux, and A. Szafarz (1985a, 1985b) linked the proce-
dure of selecting the single most convincing solution with the revision processes by which
economic agents update their expectations. Let E ' be the difference between the two
expectations Of Pt+k formed respectively at time t and at time t-1:

= E(p+ I I) - E(ptkIIt_J), (9)

so that E'i represents the revision of the expectation of Pt+k between t-1 and t. Here E is
taken to be orthogonal to all past information such that for k> 0:

E(E'I = 0 and E(E
I I) = E. (10)

Hence the error made in predicting Pt k periods before t, e'I, is the sum of the revision pro-
cess {E} known as a martingale difference (AM) sequence:

= Pt - E(ptjI,k)
= E + E + ... + E-, (11)
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For k = 1 the general solution of model (8) then becomes:

= (1/a) Pt + E?+j - (b/a) x1 - (1/a)v. (12)

The unobservable future expectation E(p+j I I,) is replaced by an arbitrary martingale diffe-
rence process E?i, and the rational expectations model is reduced to a rational expecta-
tions augmented dynamic model which becomes estimable with known error process.

The set of solutions in a more general simultaneous RE model can be described by a
multidimensional prediction error revision process (Broze, Gourieroux and Szafarz 1985b).
Instead of concentrating on the validity of cross-equation coefficient constraints, rationality
is tested in these more general models by considering the use made of newly available infor-
mation in updating expectations. For example, Peter Hartley (1983) examined the rationa-
lity of expectations about exchange rate movements when the monetarist model of
exchange rate determination and the (Fisher-open) interest parity condition are used as the
underlying structure. He found that expectations are formed rationally in the foreign
exchange market in the sense that the exchange rate forecasting error is not systematically
related to changes predicted by the model. These changes may differ from those implied by
the forward premium or discount satisfying the interest parity condition to the extent there
is "news" in the money sector. Obviously, however, testing theories that depend on quanti-
fication of time and content of news events presents ambiguities that may well permit multi-
ple RE solutions.

Further cases of multiple solutions arise in disequilibrium situations that prevent
markets from clearing in a Wairasian way. If, in the absence of a Wairasian auctioneer,
agents perceive that they cannot complete their desired transactions, they may have to
choose their demands and supplies by optimizing subject to expected quantity constraints
and institutionalized rationing schemes on their trading activities. In this situation, the
inflexibility of wages and prices becomes endogenous to the system, and rationality in the
quantity-price adjustment will lead to various temporary equilibria under quantity rationing
(Allan Drazen 1980; Jean-Pascal Benassy 1986).

Obviously demands and supplies at equilibrium will now depend on the rationing sche-
mes. When quantity constraints are perceived or merely feared under some contingencies
(Stephen Zeldes 1986), agents will modify their demands and supplies because they know
that their effective demands and supplies could be restricted by specific rationing schemes
(among them are uniform or proportional rationing or queuing). Nonetheless, except in
cases where there is an incentive to overbidding under a manipulable rationing scheme,
there exists an equilibrium (Grandmont 1977; Benassy 1982). With stochastic rationing,
matters are more complicated. Thus Lars Svensson (1980) has found that effective demand
is sensitive to the institutional set-up of rationing and how it is perceived to function under
various contingencies.

Expectations about quantity constraints affect not only the markets in which con-
straints may occur but also other markets. Several price-quantity combinations can be
consistent with temporary equilibrium under rationing in the presence of spillover effects.
The leading case is the existence of Keynesian underemployment equilibrium where "[t]he
impact of excess supply of commodities on labor demand removes the one-to-one classical
relationship between real wage and employment" (Barro and Herschel Grossman 1971, p. 92).
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In two-period markets, agents' expectations of future constraints induce "bootstraps" beha-
vior in the, as yet, unconstrained market that makes future constraints more likely. Hence,
in the judgement of J. Peter Neary and Stiglitz (1983, p. 210), intertemporal spillovers lead
the possibility of there being multiple equilibria. The dynamics of the whole economic sys-
tem could be influenced by the way people forecast the future. Taking account of this,
Grandmont (1977) has recommended a time-dependent stochastic process where traders
accumulate information over time.

Switches between macroeconomic disequilibrium regimes have also been studied (John
Cuddington, Per-Olov Johansson, and Karl-Gustaf Löfgren 1984, pp. 213-35). The
approach taken to identify disequilibrium regimes was to separate the sample into unobser-
vable excess demand and supply regimes such that the observed quantities could be adjust-
ed according to price-fixing or rationing information (Fair and Dwight Jaffee 1972). How-
ever, the same econometric technique can not be used in disequilibrium macroeconometric
models because the spillover effects of quantity constraints in a multimarket setting require
a simultaneous equation approach. Various combinations of excess demand and supply in
goods and labor markets then characterize different regimes. Along these lines, Gourie-
roux, Laffont, and Monfort (1980) have studied a linear simultaneous equations model with
endogenous switching of regimes. In this switching model, local stability of quantity adjust-
ment processes is conditioned on the existence of well-defined reduced form coefficients
representing spillover effects.

Disequilibrium macroeconomic regimes that explicitly consider rationing schemes
among the domestic productive sectors have been studied empirically by P. Artus, G. Laro-
que, and G. Michel (1984). From the fact that the reduced form of the model varies with
regime, they derived the probability that an observed labor input and total output configu-
ration belongs to one of the four combinations of excess supply and excess demand possible
in these two markets. They reported that rationing of demand has been an almost perma-
nent feature of the French economy between 1968 and 1974, with Keynesian unemploy-
ment becoming dominant thereafter. A more disaggregated study of markets in disequili-
brium, based on French micro-level survey data, has been conducted by M. Bouissou, Laf-
font and 0. H. Vuong (1986). They estimated a dynamic logit model of panel data with
some macroeconomic conditioning variables. The resulting transition matrix associated
with the four possible disequilibrium regimes shows that each regime has a high probability
of persisting, with the Keynesian unemployment regime an absorbing state.

It is fair to conclude that low-frequency events, such as quasi-permanent disequili-
brium regime changes, pose problems of multiplicity and hybridism that are difficult to sort
out econometrically until well after the fact. That is true particularly if matters that are
usually left unobserved in macroeconomic models, such as political organizations, and the
legislation, regulations, and protection they have won, mark the stages of a disequilibrium
process.

3.2. Updating Structural Knowledge during Transitions

If a multiplicity of equilibria, or disequilibrium regimes characterize actual economies,
these economies will frequently be in a state of transition which economic agents may seek
to monitor. How could information be acquired and used during this transition?
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To concentrate on this question, we consider a simple linear model relating the value
of a state variable y1to a vector of variables x1 used by agents in forming a forecast of Yt. The
reduced form of the relevant economic theory can then be represented as:

y, = xJ3 + e. (13)

In this standard regression equation, j3 is a vector of fixed coefficients and e1 is assumed to
be a random disturbance with zero mean, constant variance of ç2 and zero serial correlation.
Underlying economic theory may require /1 to be related to another vector of economically
more meaningful hyperparameters 0 of smaller dimension via nonlinear coefficient cons-
traints. In that case:
j3=/3(0). (14)

Economic agents will choose the unrestricted least squares estimator b = /3 when forecas-
ting is the purpose or constraint (14) is doubtful. They will choose the restricted nonlinear
estimator b = /3(0) when testing economic theory is the purpose or when imposition of cons-
traints can be expected to improve the efficiency of the estimator because knowledge of the
constraints is sufficiently precise.

The agents form forecasts using the one-period ahead predictor:

Yt+i i = E1(y,+i) = (15)

with b obtained either by standard least squares if the agents are classical econometricians,
or by the matrix weighted mixing formula if agents are Bayesian econometricians. All clas-
sical econometricians obtain the same forecast from the same information set because their
estimation and inference are based only on optimal use of the sample information available
from period ito t, with nonsample information ignored as not objective.

If the agents are Bayesian econometricians, the information set of agent i, I, contains
not only the historical data but also prior beliefs. Based on the observed realization [Y Xe],
the individual agent will revise his prior using the matrix-weighted average formula to
obtain the posterior mean and precision of the coefficient estimates. The weights that the
ith Bayesian agent employs to obtain the posterior mean are the precision matrices for prior
beliefs and estimates from data samples. These two matrices are used to weight the coeffi-
cient representing the prior belief of individual i, b, and the sample specific least-squares
value, b, respectively. The forecast of the Bayesian agents is indistinguishable from that of
the classical agents only when the initial prior on b, is either diffuse or not different from
the sample value (b1 = be).

At the arrival of new data information at time t + 1, the agents are expected to process
it optimally by the standard of their expectations generating process. The forecast error et+i
caused by uncertain structural knowledge reflected in b at time t is used by economic agents
in forming a new estimate, b+1, with improved knowledge about structure at time t+1. The
coefficient b+1 is then used in the next prediction whose error, e,2, will again help obtain a
revised estimate of /3, and so forth.

This updating procedure satisfies the orthogonality principle which states that the
condition Ex1 (yt+j - y+i = 0 or E[y,+j - E(yj I I) I i] = 0 uniquely determines
y1+, . This is true whether b1 is obtained from classical or Bayesian methods as long as the
forecast error is orthogonal to the information set. In reality, however, may well
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include the lagged value of the state variable, Yt, and y1+ may not be independent of econo-
mic agents' beliefs about /3 or of Yti It. Under such circumstances, orthogonality may be
violated, so that forecast errors are still correlated with given data information,

E[x+1 e+i] (16)

and hence Muth rationality does not obtain.

The usual justification for the use of the RE hypothesis is that outside of RE equili-
brium agents are systematically making mistakes. Hence they modify their expectations and
behavior until systematic errors are eliminated. The constant parameter model satisfying
nonlinear parameter constraints implied by the RE hypothesis is a correctly specified model
which holds under RE equilibrium. However this model is misspecified outside of RE equi-
librium when agents use the time-varying parameter model to update their forecasts. In
updating the parameter estimators of a known functional form, agents use observations,
such as previous forecast errors, which are endogenously determined. Consequently the RE
equilibrium model is not the correct model for the data generating process describing the
behavior of economic agents who cannot jump instantly from any state in which they may
find themselves to RE equilibrium. Modification of structural knowledge during the transi-
tion to RE equilibrium has thus become a subject of increased study in stochastic macroeco-
nomics, with RE equilibrium no longer viewed as a natural starting point.

3.3. Learning Behavior in Stochastic Macroeconomics

The literature on the transition to RE equilibrium can be divided into two classes as
Lawrence Blume, Margaret Bray and David Easley (1982) have suggested. The first
contains fully rational learning, that is, informationally demanding Bayesian approaches,
and the second contains nonrational learning, that is, informationally less demanding classi-
cal approaches. We now discuss the latter type emphasizing for contrast, once again, the
extreme information requirements of rational expectations.

As Taylor (1985, p. 418) has pointed out in his comprehensive portrayal, "the question
of how agents learn about the economic environment that influences their behavior is rarely
addressed in rational expectations research". Learning would seem necessary particularly
since current macroeconomic models with rational expectations are much more complicat-
ed and informationally demanding than the most frequently cited single equation models:
the single product cobweb model of Muth (1961) or the money market hyperinflation model
of Phillip Cagan (1956). Not only current expectations, but also future expectations of
endogenous variables, appear in RE models. Hence a large number of solutions can satisfy
the RE equilibrium condition as noted before. Moreover the concept of RE equilibrium is
crucially based on agents' perfect ability to use knowledge about structure and parameter
values of the model to anticipate the levels of the state variables.

It is obvious that economic agents neither process every data nor review all theory that
is relevant for their economic decisions. Even if pertinent raw information were free, they
would not want to know the consequences of all possible actions because resources would
have to be spent to absorb and to act on such information. Whether it is nevertheless useful
to pretend, for the purpose of explaining economic phenomena such as price formation,
that agents are complete information processors, "on average" without making systematic
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mistakes, depends to some degree on how benefits and costs of being correctly informed
rise as the time allowed to learn from new information is reduced to zero. The literature on
"sunspot" equilibria (see Michael Woodford 1987) makes it difficult to visualize how such
instant learning could ever be conclusive or instantly convergent because it is not clear,
even in theory, what is relevant to economic outcomes. Events that objectively would have
to be viewed as irrelevant, because no cause-and-effect relationship can be demonstrated
outside of human consciousness, can nonetheless modify economic outcomes if, arbitrarily,
they are believed to have that capacity. Additional complications in characterizing the
behavioral science aspect of economics arise from a Nash equilibrium, an equilibrium rea-
ched without cooperation and specific knowledge of others beyond that reflected in market
data, being attainable if utility depends only on one's own strategy and the integral of every-
body else's (David Schmeidler 1973). Such conditions may not be fulfilled (John H. Kagel
and Dan Levin 1986). Hence waiting for things to become clearer through additional obser-
vations releasing information may well be an individually optimal strategy in changing cir-
cumstances. Furthermore, the combination of such strategies over all individuals may well
be capable of affecting market outcomes.

For these reasons, agents' subjective beliefs can differ for some time from the objective
distribution of the state which would prevail in RE equilibrium. During the transition
period, the learning procedure can make the sequence of actual outcomes dependent upon
agents' initial parameter estimates. Where economic agents consistently update their
knowledge about the structure, their knowledge is summarized in model parameters which
are time-varying as in optimal control models with active learning (David Kendrick 1981;
Nicholas Kiefer and Yaw Nyarko 1986).

Current research on the stability of RE equilibrium has been extended to the point that
informationally demanding RE equilibria can be studied as limits of some learning procedu-
res without explicit reference to the structural model. A surprising conclusion from this
research is that learning based on a misspecified ad hoc prediction equation becomes ratio-
nal asymptotically under less restrictive stability conditions than those typically encounte-
red under RE. Bray and N. Savin (1986) have examined bounded rationality for price pre-
dictions from a cobweb model outside of RE equilibrium when economic agents use a
regression model allowing parameter modification. The coefficients of this time-varying
parameter model with learning are linear functions of the estimated regression parameters.
Although the estimated model is misspecified in that the updated parameter is different
from the RE augmented parameter, the average estimate under learning tends asymptoti-
cally toward RE equilibrium. C. Fourgeaud, Gouneroux, and J. Pradel (1986) obtained a
similar result when the evolution of the forecasts is based on a misspecified auxiliary model
but the rate of divergence is restricted. More fundamentally, Dimitt-is Margaritis (1986) has
examined the stability of RE equilibrium in a more general situation by relating the asymp-
totic trajectories of a sequential learning algorithm to the solution of an ordinary differen-
tial equation. He found that, even if based on simple OLS estimation of a misspecified
model, a learning procedure that revises the coefficient estimates used in forecasting each
time a new data point is observed can eventually yield RE equilibrium as recognized earlier
by Bray (1982). The message of this line of research is that a complicated macroeconomic
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model with RE can be studied by a simple unrestricted reduced form model such as the vec-
tor autoregressions of Sims (1980). In such a model, time varying coefficients can reflect the
learning procedure of economic agents.

Under RE equilibrium, public forecasts have no substantial effect (Muth 1961). Is this
also true outside of RE equilibrium when economic agents are engaged in learning? Under
learning, forecast errors are serially correlated over time and contemporaneously correla-
ted over decision makers when unexpected once-and-for-all changes occur. According to
Frydman (1982, p. 664), the convergence to RE equilibrium in decentralized markets could
then be influenced significantly by social norms and information generated by institutions
external to the market. Townsend (1983) has shown that serially uncorrelated economic
shocks can induce rapid oscillations in forecasts and decision variables when agents forecast
the forecasts of others about the propagation of economic shocks. Under Bayesian expecta-
tion revision mechanisms, Sanford Grossman, Richard Kihistrom and Leonard Mirman
(1977), Townsend (1978), and Blume and Easley (1982) have shown that agents are
concerned with the expectations of all others. They modify their behavior depending on
how they evaluate the beliefs of others and their own experiments. To the extent public
forecasts affect this evaluation, they can influence the stability of RE equilibrium when eco-
nomic agents are learning and presumably moving toward it.

In practice finding such an equilibrium is far from straightforward. It is usually true
that even with the same data and an exact specification, different stochastic assumptions,
and hence different econometric techniques, give different parameter estimates. Due to
complex nonlinearity in parameters implied by RE equilibrium, extreme simplicity of the
underlying theoretical model is required for RE augmented models to be empirically tracta-
ble. Even for a simple model, RE equilibrium is unique only under highly restrictive condi-
tions which must be supported by exact priors. Such exactness of priors is difficult to derive
from macroeconomic theory so that there is a conflict between economic and econometric
requirements in this regard. For example, the structural parameter 0 in equation (14) is
identifiable from the reduced form parameter /3 in the reduced form equation (13) only
when there is no feasible 0 that is observationally equivalent and when a stable policy rule
has been followed. In terms of the order condition for identifiability, this means that, given
a just identified model, economic theory must be strong enough to assume away at least one
exogenous variable for every exogenous variable added if the structural equation is to be
estimable. This econometric requirement appears to contradict the common presumption
that the economy is underidentified in general since everything is related to everything else.

One way of circumventing this dilemma is to give up the use of uncertain structural
knowledge in model specification. Serious doubts about obtaining economically meaningful
overidentifying restrictions led Sims (1980; 1982) to suggest vector autoregressions (VAR)
as "the unstructured first-state models" (1980, p. 15). A Bayesian type tightness prior on
the distributed lags was suggested to improve the prediction in Thomas Doan, Robert Lit-
terman, and Sims (1984). Others have suggested ways of refining knowledge about structu-
re. For instance, methods of obtaining more reliable overidentifying restrictions through
data analysis have been motivated in Arnold Zeliner (1979) and E. Malinvaud (1981). Cri-
teria for model selection surveyed in Gregory Chow (1983, pp. 277-319) may be used to eli-
minate insignificant variables in the empirical model or to "edit" a VAR.
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Still others have suggested mixtures of data based unrestricted, and more efficient res-
tncted, reduced form estimators in learning about uncertain structural models (Malinvaud
1981; Jeong 1985; Esfandiar Maasoumi 1986). Using a mixture could be important in policy
design under model uncertainty. Thus Robin Becker etal. (1986) combined rival macroeco-
nometric model predictions using minimax criteria and obtained indications that the
conduct of policy would thereby be improved. Peter Orazem and John Miranowski (1986)
have extended such thinking to expectational regimes, suggesting that the weighted average
of several regimes may ultimately prove to be a dominant empirical regime. Alternatively,
one might start with a general model and progressively constrain the parameter space to get
away from untested advance restrictions (Michael McAleer, Pagan and Paul Volker 1985).
However, current econometric usage often remains dichotomized between unrestricted
reduced forms for forecasting and restricted reduced forms for policy analysis, despite the
advice of Leamer (1985a) and Sims (1986a) suggesting a more integrated approach.

Bayesian approaches also have difficulties to start with in that the prior weight matrix
is arbitrary, either because agents may differ in their personal beliefs or because priors are
impossible to assess without error. The same data available to agents do not necessarily lead
agents to form the same opinion, and the dispersion of opinion can have important price
consequences (Varian 1986). Learner (1978; 1982; 1985b) demonstrated the sensitivity of
inferences when variance bounds of the fixed prior mean are allowed to vary. Leamer and
Leonard (1983) and Walter Kramer et al. (1985) proposed a methodology for reporting the
fragility of regression estimates. Beyond this, Leamer's (1983a; 1983b) critique makes clear
that because no econometric model can be considered as firmly given by theory, the useful-
ness of data in economics has to be established by taking careful account of the absence of
completely defined models.

3.4. Latent Variables Models with Extended Learning
In recent years, macroeconomic theory has been communicated increasingly in the

form of recommendations of improved econometric techniques. True to this pattern, cur-
rent research in stochastic macroeconomics tends to adopt econometric techniques in des-
cribing the learning behavior of economic agents. These agents frequently can be under-
stood to be in transition from macroeconomic disequilibrium to equilibrium and to update
their knowledge about the structure of the system by studying their forecast errors upon
arrival of newly available information. As a result they learn more about the latent va-
riables of their concern and the uncertain structures which govern realizations of stochastic
macroeconomic aggregates.

An econometric model appropriate for describing learning on the part of economic
agents is the latent variables model with time-varying coefficients. The Kalman filters cen-
tral to that model were developed in engineering to track the "state" of the system obtained
from noisy measurements (R. Kalman 1960; Klaman and R. Bucy 1961). Although Kalman
filters can also have a Bayesian interpretation (Chow 1984; Y. Ho and R. Lee 1964), they
are generally used to estimate a time-varying structure with minimum mean square error
and to update estimates when new information becomes available. Their applicability to
economic systems and econometrics has been surveyed in Michael Athans (1974), Robert
Engle and Mark Watson (1985), and Andrew Harvey (1985). There are several
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motivations for using time-varying parameter models. Here we will concentrate on two
major objects of economic learning: parameters that are time varying due to the updating
of coefficient estimates, and errors in variables that are due to unobservable expectations
and other latent variables.

A structural model of changing coefficients can incorporate information on how agents
learn about the new model such that the transition equation can represent the actual lear-
ning process. At the arrival of new information, agents would update the estimate of the
time-varying structure. In this connection the rational expectations hypothesis can explain
why adjustment of structural paramaters should be provided for when there is an implied
change in policy regime or in the likelihood that a particular rule will be followed. Other
reasons for using time-varying parameter models are diagnostic. Thus misspecification of a
regression model will generally lead to nonwhite residuals, and time variation of coeffi-
cients can be caused by misspecification.

The problems of unobservable and erroneously observed variables are becoming more
important with the exploration of new areas of empirical research dealing with situations in
which the data collected do not provide the information content required by economic theo-
ry. Some variables cannot be measured accurately or simply cannot be directly observed or
measured at all. Permanent income and consumption, lifetime earnings, desired output and
expectations variables are such examples. Insufficient information is the prime cause of the
basic errors in variables problem (Zvi Griliches 1974; Dennis Aigner and Arthur Goldber-
ger 1977; Aigner et al. 1984). Goldberger (1972) developed a structural equation method
for estimating simultaneous equation models with latent variables. The basic idea behind
his Linear Structural Relations is to compare a sample covariance matrix with the parame-
tric structure imposed on it by the hypothesized model (Jerry Hauman 1977). However,
application of this approach is limited to linear structures and not suitable for dynamic
models because it assumes independence of successive observations.

Most of the econometric techniques surveyed in this section are compatible with agents
who continuously update their knowledge about the structure of the economy by examining
their forecast errors at the arrival of newly available information. When a priori informa-
tion is not available from theory, direct learning from empirical macrodata is still possible.
The typical shape of the majority of economic data studied by C.W.J. Granger (1966) and
Sargent (1979) demonstrates the very high correlation between adjacent values of variable
levels. Economic data frequently have a low-frequency component representing stable
structural links and a high-frequency component representing serially or contempora-
neously correlated error structures. Granger (1986) has suggested a framework for combi-
ning co-integration analysis of the long-run equilibrium relations provided by economic
theory with error-correction modelling of the short-run dynamics revealed by time series
analysis.

Path analysis, exogeneity, and superneutrality are examples of open data analysis inde-
pendent of theory to gather information from the data about the unknown structure relating
them (John Geweke 1984; 1986). Available information comes not only from observations
but also from non-sample information. Current research on empirical modelling rules (Da-
vid Hendry and Jean-François Richard 1982; Richard 1982; Hendry 1986), which has deve-
loped concepts like encompassing, data consistency and structural invariance, is designed to
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refine learning about uncertain economic systems. Even so, knowledge of complicated
macroeconomic stochastic processes is imperfect at the time of realization and will remain
incomplete. The reason, as in physics, is that low-probability events will continue to occur
and foil exhaustive learning about the state which the system is most likely to attain. In
addition, human consciousness, behavioral interaction, and endogenous change can be per-
sistent modifiers, defeating exact prior knowledge.

4. Uncertainty in Policy Formation

Uncertainty that provides a compelling reason for learning by the private sector also
motivates policy by the public sector while at the same time limiting, or casting doubt on,
what such policy can accomplish. To show that uncertainty can affect both content and
dosage of what policymakers should do, we will first survey literature relating to the optimal
choice and use of policy instruments in the presence of stochastic disturbances. These dis-
turbances are then characterized further by sector of origin to weigh their past and prospec-
tive roles in economic fluctuations. Considered last are indexation schemes and the issue of
policy activism to cope with shocks arising from various sources. Principally this section
thus surveys contributions sharing Frank Knight's (1921, p. 259) conception that "Ftjhe fun-
damental uncertainties of economic life are the errors in predicting the future and in making
present adjustments to fit future conditions". The usual reason for emphasizing uncertainty
about the future is that there is far less knowledge about future shocks than about the signi-
ficance of past shocks. This would be particularly true if these shocks are taken as exoge-
nous, or identified with "innovations" or "surprise".

It is useful to pause briefly at this point to consider that what constitutes a shock or sur-
prise, and how much an event contributes to either, depends on what has been left out of a
model. The earliest Keynesian models of the consumption-driven multiplier applicable to
changes in business investment treated such investment as autonomous and changes therein
as shocks inducing a sequence of ripple effects. This example shows that shocks and surpri-
ses exist only relative to a model; whether they deserve these names depends on the aptness
of the model's specification for identifying the expectational milieu actually prevailing.

It is futile to look for shocks that are entirely exogenous in principle, although it may
well be acceptable to treat many of them as externally given in practice. An example may
again help clarify the point. Even ignoring political crisis developments that might have ser-
ved as the immediate trigger, the first oil price shock did not materialize all of a sudden in
October 1973 but was preceded by a gathering worldwide inflationary boom and a falling
dollar which were giving such a shock increasing likelihood. Subsequently, steps such as the
gradual decontrol of energy prices, expansion of the strategic petroleum reserve, and emer-
gency allocation agreements within the International Energy Agency have reduced vulne-
rability to OPEC actions. Hence any such action, upon repetition, would produce less
shock. The upshot is that since shocks can not be quantified except in relation to the recei-
ving system, and since that system can be managed or designed to avert or cushion shocks,
shocks exist as part of the structure of that system and not entirely outside it. The degree of
surprise they generate, if they occur and are processed under the normal rules for signal
extraction, is inverse to their relative frequency and severity in the past.
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In evaluating the stability of systems, and how it can be improved through policy rules,
shocks frequently are introduced as arbitrary displacements of variables from equilibrium.
These experimental displacements, while often designed to mimic error (co)variances and
perturbations thought to have occurred across various sectors, appear exogenous to the sys-
tem in that they have no identified internal cause. However, to the extent they have been
calibrated on products of a particular estimation system, such as historical series of resi-
duals, to avoid simulating a regime different from the one about which the data can instruct,
the exogeneity of displacements is far from complete (Robert Gordon and Stephen King
1982, p. 207). Hence disturbances that are conditional upon the system by which they are
identified, and vice versa, can not be recognized as entirely exogenous. Nor can they be
imposed experimentally without prior restraints upon macro models incorporating policy-
invariant laws of motion.

Until some years ago, this understanding frequently was still lacking in devising and
evaluating stabilization policies with "fixed-effect" models. For economic advisers relying
on such models, speeding up shock absorption and hastening the move, or return, toward
desired, or inevitable, equilibrium levels of key variables remained a policy vocation
(Franco Modigliani 1977, pp. 8-9). Technically, in models containing difference equations
in discrete time or differential equations in continuous time, automatic stabilization's suc-
cess was measured by the reduction in the absolute size of the eigenvalues of the model
(see, for instance, Malcolm Knight and Clifford Wymer 1978, pp. 768-73). Values of the
roots closer to zero or reductions in the variance of the ultimate target variables (Chow
1981, pp. 131-45), achieved through building feedback mechanisms on to simultaneously
estimated models, would produce faster dampening and more reliable parameter identifica-
tion. The stabilization gains attributable to optimal control would then be determined
through Monte Carlo experiments with randomly generated shocks, or by use of simulation
experiments to improve on the historical record, very much like in physical control systems.

Prescott (1977) has reviewed the earlier state of this literature. He criticized its founda-
tions because, unlike in chemistry or physics, control is being applied in economics not to a
model of nature, but in confrontation with calculating agents exercising memory, learning,
and reasoned foresight. Nevertheless, it is useful to show how uncertainty came to matter
in behavioral and control specifications in at least those respects that have continued to
draw attention. This will be done by first surveying how second moments, both variances
and covariances, came to supplement the first moments of linear stochastic models in a
variety of macroeconomic applications.

4.1. Measures of Variability for Modelling Economic Behavior and Control

Various uncertainties surrounding human existence and economic choice have long
been analyzed by referring to statistical distributions. Some hazards, such as to life,
although not completely beyond risk management and the play of incentives, are frequently
treated as acts of God whose distribution can be obtained from the past record, albeit with
some allowance for drifts. In such situations, means and variances of past outcomes can be
related precisely to the demand for, and supply of, insurance. In other situations, moral
hazard or costly pooling make self-insurance more likely. Examples are self-administered
saving, inventories, and the holding of precautionary balances and reserves. The use of
variability measures is immediately called for to explain such provisions.
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For example, it is difficult to explain the demand for international reserves without
having in mind an official role in smoothing the consequences for domestic absorption of
disturbances arising in international trade and finance. The extent of the disturbances to be
reckoned with has been approximated by the variance or standard deviation of export
receipts or reserves, scaled by a country's gross domestic product (Robert Heller and
Mohsin Kahn 1978, p. 630; Jacob Frenkel 1983, p. 69; José Lizondo and Donald Mathieson
1987). Under floating, standard deviations of trade-weighted real or nominal exchange
rates have also been used to represent exchange rate uncertainty and its effect on trade (see
Padma Gotur 1985; Sebastian Edwards 1987). Likewise the degree of variability of exports
and of the terms of trade are importantly involved in determining the external credit worthi-
ness of sovereign borrowers. Both their present and future dependence on such borrowing
for smoothing absorption and the effect of adverse realizations on the cost of repudiation
are functions of the degree of variability prevailing in external flows and price relations. A
comprehensive review of this literature has been provided by Jonathan Eaton, Mark Gerso-
vitz, and Stiglitz (1986).

Examples from other areas in which risk and diversification are central abound. Benja-
min Friedman (1978; 1985) shows how the vast literature on portfolio characteristics and
the resulting rate of return relationships between risky assets bear on the evaluation of
macroeconomic developments and policy initiatives. For another example, the uncertainty
raised by inflation has been studied not only by attempting to get at non-constant variances
of inflationary expectations (Engle 1982) but also in a compositional setting. In it, the
variance of relative prices is related to the level of general inflation, or, more perceptively,
to the unexpected part of inflation or money growth generally obtained as univariate or vec-
tor autoregression residuals. The survey by Alex Cukierman (1983) and additional articles
by Mario Blejer (1983) and George Katsimbris (1985) cover most of this literature and its
techniques to date.

The conclusion that relative price variability increases with absolute inflation or its
unanticipated part and that output variability rises also in the aggregate and between sec-
tors is widely shared but not unanimous. Sanford Grossman, Oliver Hart, and Eric Maskin
(1983) have identified the reverse possibility, that relative price variability may come first.
For instance, the anticipation of greater relative demand shocks could lower employment
under asymmetric information between employers and workers. The expected decline in
future output would raise future prices and hence present prices in efficient markets, so that
unanticipated inflation and inventory movements could be a consequence of increased rela-
tive price variability and not a cause. The hypothesis, that greater inflation uncertainty has
detrimental effects on economic activity, first tested by Lucas (1973) with mixed results and
elaborated in the Nobel lecture of Milton Friedman (1977), has also received some further
support. The evidence linking inflation positively to inflation variability and thence negati-
vely to output and employment has been described by Steven Holland (1984) and supple-
mented by Richard Froyen and Roger Waud (1985) and Holland (1986). Eugene Fama
(1981) has used a similar approach to explain the negative relation between stock returns
and inflation.

Recently this type of analysis has extended to the effect of inflation uncertainty on sec-
toral employment and real wage dispersion on the one hand (Ronald Ratti 1985) and on the
demand for wage-price controls and indexation on the other (Cukierman and Leonardo
Leiderman 1984; David Card 1986; Allan Drazen and Hamermesh 1986). More aggregative
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studies on uncertainty about prospective inflation--revealed, for instance, by the dispersion
of survey responses--and its effects on unemployment, real output, and hedging have been
analyzed and extended by Donald Mullineaux (1980) and Laurence Kantor (1986).
Another of Milton Friedman's (1984, p. 399) hypotheses, that exceptional volatility of
monetary growth may have increased the degree of perceived uncertainty and thereby
increased the demand for money earlier this decade, has also received some empirical sup-
port from Thomas Hall and Nicholas Noble (1987). They represented volatility by a rolling
standard deviation constructed on eight consecutive observations of current and past rates
of money growth. These examples may suffice to show that measures of variability have
long been viewed as pertinent directly in some areas of economic inquiry.

Over the last twenty years, second moments have also become central to signal extrac-
tion and in taking stochastic macromodels beyond certainty equivalence. The simplest sto-
chastic systems were linear and had only additive error terms associated with each equation
which were contemporaneously and intertemporally uncorrelated. Such models could be
solved by certainty equivalence, thereby reducing the stochastic control problem to one that
was essentially deterministic (Robert Pindyck 1973, p. 38). William Brainard (1967, p. 413)
has pointed out that this was because simple additive uncertainty with regard to policy
actions leaves the higher moments of the distribution of the target variable unaffected by
such actions. As a result, the policymaker was free to act on the basis of expected values
alone. Thus certainty equivalence prevailed in systems with quadratic loss functions in the
sense, explained by William Poole (1970, p. 207), that the optimal decision, though not
expected disutility, is the same in the stochastic model as in the certainty model.

Brainard (1967) has shown that this changes as soon as multiplier uncertainty attaches
to the use of policy instruments. He assumes the social objective is to maximize a quadratic
expected loss function of the form L = E(Y Y*)2 on the output and income target Y'.
(This would be equivalent to minimizing expected loss defined as a positive, rather than
negative, magnitude.) If the coefficient of variation of the policy multiplier is V and the
optimal setting of the policy instrument under certainty is P = g because * = E(Y), then
it is P = gI(1 + V2) under uncertainty. Hence uncertainty now makes a difference, one pre-
cisely equal to P *, that is rising with V. The greater the uncertainty about the effect of
an instrument, the less it should be used. For actual macroeconometric models, V is not
normally known, but Fair (1980) has described a method of stochastic simulation for obtai-
fling the asymptotic variances of impact and dynamic multipliers for such nonlinear models.

Stephen Tumovsky (1977) has elaborated on the inhibiting role of uncertainty, and A.
Malliaris and W. Brock (1981, pp. 192-40) have summarized the point that less is done
under uncertainty than certainty. In fact, it is a common result that the less clearly perceiv-
ed the signal, the less it should serve as a basis for optimal action (see, for instance, Turnov-
sky 1986, pp. 18-19). However, we may note parenthetically that the fact that increased
uncertainty always seems to have a chilling effect on the activities to which it attaches in
macroeconomics is not necessarily shared with microeconomics. The opposite possibility,
that activity or participation levels may be higher under uncertainty than certainty, has been
identified by Thomas Rothenberg and Kenneth Smith (1971) for national income and by
Eytan Sheshinski and Drèze (1976) for the number of firms in an industry. In empirical
applications, tax loss offset provisions, capital gains taxation, limited liability, and
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bankruptcy laws can be important in this context. Franz Hahn (1986, p. 585) has found, for
instance, that rising uncertainty may increase credit demand enough to increase capital
inputs over some range even though the credit supply schedule shifts up as well. Similarly,
Joseph Zeira (1987, pp. 208-09) points to a number of microeconomic models showing that
output price uncertainty may raise the rate of investment.

A second point of distinction between certainty and uncertainty solutions brought out
by both Brainard (1967) and Poole (1970) is that, in general, it is optimal under uncertainty
to use all instruments in a unique combination even if there is only one target variable. By
contrast, any equivalent linear combination of policy instruments, each weighted simply by
its per unit effect on the target, will do equally well under certainty. Hence if instrument use
is "free", it is not crucial how "effective" the instrument is per unit of change. Instead what
matters for stabilization purposes is its relative accuracy (McCallum 1986a, p. 23). Knowing
the desired solution of the system at its optimum from the correct model, one can take an
intermediate target associated with that solution, such as the interest rate, and use the
money supply to hit it. Formally, this would involve a monetary policy that targets the inte-
rest rate. Alternatively one could target the money supply associated with the desired solu-
tion and let the interest rate fall in line. In an environment of certainty, the optimal solution
is guaranteed to be attainable when prices are given. Which policy variable, or linear com-
bination of variables, is assigned the task of shifting the linear system to its unique optimum
is a matter of convenience and phrasing. Normally using more than one instrument per tar-
get would be logically, if not politically, redundant.

All this changes under uncertainty as may be worth showing with Poole's (1970) minis-
cule model, stripped to essentials. That model has been referred to again and again in sub-
sequent literature on the choice of regulatory and policy instruments (e.g., Sargent and
Wallace 1975; Michael Dotsey and Robert King 1986; Patrick Minford 1986; Ernst
Baltensperger and Jean Dermine 1987), so that it merits more extended treatment. In it the
negative loss function, L, is maximized subject to an IS and LM constraint with the price
level fixed and a money supply function whose coefficients c0 and c1 are to be determined.
With the IS disturbance gg, the money demand disturbance , and perfect control over
money supply Mg, the model, in which, all coefficients except possibly c1 are defined
positive, is one of:

Max. L = E(Y Y*)2

s.t. Y=a0a1r+u (17)
Md = b0 + b1Y - b2 r + V
M = c0 + cir

Now the optimal solution for c0 would help achieve exactly the same money supply as in the
system ignoring uncertainty. The policy coefficient c1 could be set to zero or any other value
in the certainty system, and c0 would be adjusted accordingly to keep the money supply
consistent with the desired solution for Y and hence r. Under uncertainty, the choice of c1
ceases to be inconsequential. Rather its optimal value, c1', depends on the variance and
covariance if u and v as shown below.

c1 = (aja2 + (ajbj - b2)a. - bjb2ci2)/(b,a2 + a) (18)
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Clearly if all the shocks come from the side of money demand, so that
cJ = a02 = 0, c1' should be set equal to infinity, meaning that money supply should be
governed by an interest rate target. In other words, the money supply should vary as neces-
sary to keep the interest rate at r* = (a0 - Y*) Iaj. On the other hand, if all the shocks come
from the IS side, so that an,, = a2 = 0, c1 should be set equal to b2. Here a rise in the
interest rate due not to a jump in money demand but to an expansionary IS disturbance
should be reinforced by monetary contraction, rather than be offset through faster growth
in the money supply as before.

The two extremes identified are therefore (1) that the money supply reacts positively
and so much to a change in the interest rate as in effect to peg that rate at the level consis-
tent with the certainty solution, and (2) that it reacts negatively to keep, say, a rise in the
interest rate induced by an expansionary IS shock from creating any excess supply of money
at the original level of income. In between these hypothetical extremes the actual size of the
variances and the covariance of the disturbance terms and the slopes of the IS and LM sche-
dules will determine c1' as the solution, given by eq. (18), to the signal extraction problem
facing the authorities.

Obviously any change in c1, whether induced by a change in the variance-covariance
structure of the disturbances or arbitrarily decided on by the authorities, will change the
reduced form of system (17). Hence the model positively discourages policy evaluations of
the kind that would be subject to the Lucas (1976) critique. On the other hand, since the
model is specified in real terms, with the authorities accorded control over the real money
supply, it can not be used to demonstrate policy-ineffectiveness propositions advanced or
examined by Lucas (1972), Sargent (1973), Sargent and Wallace (1975), and McCallum
(1980).

Rather than allowing prices to be determined within it, it might be more instructive for
our purposes to update Poole's (1970) model in another respect by including the unexpect-
ed component of money supply, or, more precisely, of excess money supply or y, in the
IS equation. If this were done by adding a2v to the first equation of system (17), to obtain
an "upper triangular" error structure, the solution for cJ* would become vastly more com-
plicated, as shown in eq. (18a) below.

= [a2(b2ajbja2b1b2)a2+aja2bjb2a02+(a1bjb2+2a2bjb2)a,,] +
[a2(a2bi-1)a2+bja02+ (1-2a2bj)a0] (18a)

It is, in general, impossible to prejudge from this equation how increasing a2 would affect
c1". The reason is that the greater the direct contractive effect of an unexpected increase in
money demand on output, the greater the possibility that the interest rate falls. Such an
unusual situation would require c1'' to be negative so as to call forth the additional money
supply and the further decline in interest rates needed for stabilization.

For the public, eq. (18a) might be of little help. Unless they knew the objective func-
tion of the authorities together with the model and its coefficients and hence also knew the
variance-covariance matrix of the estimated residuals, they would not be able to infer c1
Furthermore, prior knowledge of the error structure would be essential for deciding
whether eq. (18), eq. (18a), or yet some other equation is to be relied upon. Buiter (1983,
p. 211) has suggested, for instance, that the authorities may take interest rate movements
as indicative of IS shocks. If one ignores Goodfriend's (1986b) point that aggregate income
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is not contemporaneously observable, the authorities may 'lean against the wind" even in
a model without interest rates by entering u with a negative coefficient in the money supply
function. Making this addition to the LM sector in Poole's updated system without elimina-
ting v from the IS equation would destroy the triangular structure of the error terms. This
would leave cJ*, and the distinction between expected and unexpected money and output,
statistically undetermined. The data can not unambiguously reveal either if the authorities
do not tip their hand.

To know what rule and calibration to adopt should the authorities decide to endoge-
nize the money supply, they themselves would have to solve a signal extraction problem.
The strength of Poole's original model is to show this well before Lucas (1976), building on
earlier work by Muth (1960), posed signal extraction problems as commonplace for indivi-
duals to solve. Baltensperger and Dermine (1987) have shown that such a problem arises
whenever the authorities set out to modify the impacts of stochastic disturbances by policy
rules or regulations. They may do so because there is inadequate information to allow fine-
tuning in response to each of the different types of disturbances distinguished below.

4.2. Policy Surprises and Other Macroeconomic Disturbances

Classifying shocks by sector of origin is tricky and uncertain. For instance, if an earth-
quake in California led to a run on its local banks because of feared loss of collateral and
loan quality, were all the resulting economic disturbances attributable to real shocks? Was
everything that followed attributable to the propagation mechanism? Robert King and
Charles Plosser (1986) have explained that if real disturbances are strictly temporary, all of
the serial correlation in time series is due to the internal propagation mechanism. But what
if the run had spread to other states out of any proportion or fixed relation to the underlying
cause? After all, before establishment of the U.S. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
bank runs could be triggered at times by a change in perceptions; self-fulfilling rumors could
get started on very little hard news.

Although government deposit insurance has limited the negative externalities of real
shocks (Robert Gordon ed. 1986, p. 25), it remains hard to conceive of real shocks without
a financial counterpart, as Benjamin Friedman (1986) has pointed out. Conversely, several
writers, identified by Otto Eckstein and Allen Sinai (1986, p. 59), have viewed credit crun-
ches and financial crises as a by-product of the real cycle that simultaneously occurs. Fischer
Black (1986, p. 538) has cast doubt on the feasibility of characterizing the quality of news
independently of the market's reaction when unanticipated shifts in tastes and technology
may be the information. Michael Bruno and Jeffrey Sachs (1982; 1985) and Olivier Blan-
chard and Watson (1986, p. 133) have noted that it is difficult to observe supply shocks
without seeing them intertwined with aggregate demand shocks. Likewise, Mark Rush
(1986) and others he cites find unexpected monetary shocks quite insufficient by themselves
to explain the U.S. experience of depression during the 1930s. Thus, in any major distur-
bance worthy of macroeconomic note a number of things tend to happen, though not neces-
sarily in a sequence so inevitable that it could be tightly ordered from cause to effect. Fur-
thermore, the frequency and severity of disturbances (how often aerialists fall off the high
wire) are not independent of the safety nets in place.

A related complication is that the propagation system is tranformed under the
influence of past and statistically expected shocks. Its safety devices are designed to cope
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with a number of shocks to degrees depending on what damage they might cause and what
it costs to reduce the welfare losses otherwise expected. This partial endogeneity of the pro-
pagation mechanism and the indexation arrangements it contains has been pointed out by
Drazen and Hamermesh (1986) and Kantor (1986); it is further explored later in this sur-
vey. Conversely, the observability of shocks depends on the shock-absorption facilities in
place as G. Worswick (1969) explained already much earlier. Hence both the persistence of
the original disturbances and the propagation mechanism combine to determine the persis-
tence of macroeconomic fluctuations in ways difficult to disentangle (Campbell and Man-
kiw 1987).

Areas in which defining shocks is especially problematic relate to policy, particularly if
policy is to a large extent an open book by the time it is about to be adopted in representa-
tive democracies. Minford (1986, p. 6) has explained that the "islands" story--so called
because individuals are allocated to local markets and can not obtain current aggregate
information, not even on prices, across islands--will not wash in highly developed countries
that do not practice willful deception with statistics. Secondly, shocks measured by flows or
changes in stocks are more ambiguous than shocks measured by prices. This will be shown
briefly before proceeding to the monetary and fiscal disturbances attaching to macro-
economic policies.

If the surprise content of the policies adopted this period is small with regard to the
expectations formed at the beginning of this period, but large with regard to the expecta-
tions for this period formed several periods ago, then the time structure and duration of
commitments between then and now determines how surprises matter and what echo they
have in staggered contracts (see Zarnowitz 1985, pp. 567-68 for the main sources). It also
becomes clear that surprises attach not to the actions themselves but to low expectations
about them. It is possible to speak of shocks, such as the first (1973) or second (1979) oil
shocks, without qualification only if the lack of forecasting ability is time-invariant as the
event approaches. This is likely to be true, almost by definition, for shocks measured by
abrupt jumps in the prices of storable commodities, commodities traded on futures
markets, or financial assets, but not self-evident for shocks measured by quantities or flows.

In efficient markets abrupt jumps implying abnormal returns,--windfall gains or los-
ses,--simply would not occur in the absence of news. Frenkel (1981, p. 673) has stressed the
importance of news in the foreign exchange markets by calculating that the variances of
monthly exchange rates exceed the variances of monthly forward premia by a factor larger
than 20. Craig Hakkio and Douglas Pearce (1985, p. 635) have addressed the problem of
defining and quantifying news independently of the market's reaction thereto. They did so
by using survey data of the weekly money growth expected by money market participants
and contrasting the mean of expected growth with actual money growth. They reported that
exchange rate responses are often completed within 20 minutes of the public announcement
of unexpected changes in the money supply.

Such a high response speed to the release of new information is supportive of the effi-
cient markets hypothesis, even while new doubts have arisen on other grounds. Among
them are serial correlation of asset returns (Fischer and George Pennachi 1985) and of
valuation errors (Shiller 1984; Summers 1986). In addition, there has been a growing litera-
ture on price signals that, on the one hand, are muffled by insufficient volatility of output
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prices in relation to marginal costs (Hall 1984; Mark Bils 1987; and Dennis Carlton 1986)
and, on the other, scrambled by excess volatility in capital asset prices in relation to the
variability of future returns and their discount rates (Shiller 1981; Marjorie Flavin 1983;
Terry Marsh and Robert Merton 1986; Shiller 1986). Nevertheless, if one is willing to
assume efficiency, auction markets are ideally suited to transmit news through price signals.
For this reason, supply side economists (e.g., Robert Mundell 1983) have called for using
gold price movements to signal inflation so that money supply growth can be interpreted by
reference to changes in the price of gold and be directed toward gold price stabilization.

Meltzer (1986) has summarized the arguments against (1) letting the money supply be
controlled by the requirement to stabilize the dollar price of gold and (2) defining monetary
control in terms other than its quantity. In fact, most economists continue to treat monetary
instability as equivalent to innovations in the money supply. As well illustrated by Blan-
chard and Watson (1986), money supply that is not predicted by its own past history and
that of output, price, and an index of fiscal policy is unexpected. To get to the innovation,
one would first have to decide whether unexpected money could be a function of unexpec-.
ted developments in other variables. Sargent (1973; 1976a; 1976b) and Currie (1985, p. 289)
have explained that this general manner of proceeding is attractive from the viewpoint of
rational expectations because "[i]t cuts through the problem of having two distinct models
- one for how the economy works and the other for how people form expectations - by
assuming that people form their expectations on the basis of knowledge of the true structure
of the economy". Since this is the structure that is estimated, expectations are unbiased and
efficient predictors for that structure, but not necessarily optimal unless the theory
underlying the structure is correct and the lag function of the policy processes unchanging.

Buiter (1983) has shown that the zero restrictions that must be imposed to distinguish
anticipated and unanticipated policy actions are themselves untestable. The reason is that
several different sets of such restrictions are compatible with a full error variance-cova-
riance matrix of the reduced form, so that econometrically the hypotheses reflected in cons-
training different sets of coefficients to zero are indistinguishable. Because of this observa-
tional equivalence, it is not possible to test simultaneously both the validity of a model and
how the surprises, left by the constrained expectational structure of that model, work within
it. Wallis (1980) has attributed this inconclusiveness in part to failure to distinguish an
underlying economic structure, albeit one incorporating the rational expectations hypothe-
sis, from a forecasting scheme relevant for particular exogenous or policy processes and
changing when they do. McCallum (1980, p. 723) and Chow (1981, pp. 225-64) have
examined the feasibility of making the required distinction.

Alternatives to the tenuous procedures of decomposing quantities of money growth
into anticipated and unanticipated components are increasingly being suggested, for instan-
ce, by Dennis Hoffman and Don Schlagenhauf (1985) and by James Hamilton (1985; 1987).
These alternatives focus on identifying unanticipated changes in the general price level and
in nominal and real interest rates with the aid of efficient markets theory. For policy
analysis and decomposition of the sources of disturbances a complication is that relative
price surprises are not exclusively, or in the case of real interest rates on variable-rate in-
struments, even predominantly, attributable to surprises in monetary policy, except in the
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short run (Shiller 1980; Hoffman and Schlagenhauf 1985). René Stulz (1986) has deduced
some systematic relations between monetary policy uncertainty and both the level and
variability of the real interest rate, but these relations are conditioned on the covariance
between money and output growth. Furthermore, as Frederic Mishkin (1982) and the lite-
rature on the money supply announcement puzzle summarized by Bradford Cornell (1983)
and extended by Jeremy Siegel (1985) make clear, the changes in interest rates associated
with surprise announcements can go either way. The sign depends on the expectations of
future policy actions and on the relative size of monetary and real disturbances. The infor-
mation equivalent to that supplied by credit crunches also can not always be read from the
money supply numbers alone. Credit crunches are quite clearly indicative of unanticipated
developments that have led to balance-sheet and cash flow disequilibria under precommit-
ments making the credit demands of business highly interest-inelastic in the short run.
Hence they are complex cyclical phenomena (Eckstein and Sinai 1986).

It could be useful to compare the dozens of statistical attempts to extract money surpri-
ses or "purely nominal" shocks from the same historical data series and to examine the cor-
relation between the many alternative estimates all claiming to have identified unexpected
money. Of course, this could be interesting only if nominal shocks are important and their
effects persistent in the United States as they could be, for instance, if firms set their price
and output for a period and then let the market determine sales (Willard Witte and Jagdeep
Bhandari 1985). Fischer Black (1986, p. 539) has doubted that such shocks can amount to
much under any circumstances because he regards monetary policy as almost completely
passive. This view has antecedents in Sims (1983) and King and Plosser (1984). Boschen
(1985) and Martin Eichenbaum and Kenneth Singleton (1986) also rule out incomplete
information about money growth as part of the explanation for monetary business cycles.
Furthermore, Black (1986, p. 537) has found little in models of the U.S. economy to per-
suade him that "shifts in the general price level or in the level of government spending are
large enough or powerful enough or unanticipated enough to cause significant business
cycles". He therefore discounts not only monetary but also fiscal shocks. Alan Stockman
(1986a) has provided empirical support for this view.

It is interesting to recall that in some of the original attempts to obtain money surprises
as a residual from a single equation involving lagged money growth and a few other terms,
fiscal surprises were implicitly excluded. This was done in Barro (1977, p. 104; 1978, p. 551)
by including the deviation of the actual current level of federal government spending from
its recent normal level among the explanators used to obtain the regression prediction iden-
tified as the anticipated rate of money growth. Only much later, after Barro (1979; 1980)
had developed tax smoothing as the intertemporal efficiency principle that should guide the
choice of tax versus debt finance of government expenditures, did fiscal surprise in the form
of "public debt shocks" appear. In one of Barro's (1986a) recent works it did so mainly to
be dismissed as unimportant, or perhaps quite absent, in President Reagan's first term,
considering how changes in the federal government's debt held by the public have behaved
before over business cycles and phases of military build-up. Using the temporary defense
emergencies of previous decades to suppress surprise about the deficits of the U.S. govern-
ment in recent years shows how arbitrary, or ill-founded, the measurement of fiscal surpri-
ses ,or their absence, may be.
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A fiscal index that measures the effect of fiscal policy on aggregate demand at given
interest rates has been provided by Blanchard and Watson (1986, pp. 149-56) based on
earlier work by Blanchard (1985). In it, tax and spending components are weighted by the
effect on aggregate demand per unit of fiscal change. This is comparable to the Internatio-
nal Monetary Fund's multilateral exchange rate index (see Jacques Artus and Anne
McGuirk 1981) weighting particular exchange rates by the sensitivity to rate changes
exhibited by trade, and not simply by the amount of trade or the bilateral trade volume
associated with a particular exchange rate. To be able to conduct such elasticity weighting
requires, of course, a model prior to the measure, an issue addressed in a more fundamental
way by Prescott (1986). Treating their composite fiscal index, once derived, as simply a
measure, Blanchard and Watson (1986) regress it on past values of itself and of output, pri-
ce, and money to obtain the unexpected fiscal component. This component is judged to
qualify as a fiscal surprise to the extent it is not "explained" by simultaneous quarterly rea-
lizations of unexpected output or price changes. The latter have preassigned coefficients
which are to represent automatic or built-in fiscal responses to unexpected developments in
the respective sectors.

Overall the impression is that constructions of fiscal surprises, while less plentiful and
more laborious than those of money surprises, have remained just as idiosyncratic. Unwil-
ling to accept someone else's construction of policy surprise, each researcher has tended to
conjure up his own, with damage to the credibility of the entire enterprise. Furthermore,
basic issues of measuring the magnitudes relevant for policy analysis have remained just as
vexing, but just as frequently ignored, on the fiscal as on the monetary side, as Robert Eis-
ner (1986) has shown.

From their decompositon of eight-quarter forecast errors for GNP, Blanchard and
Watson (1986, p. 146) have concluded that fluctuations in the U.S. economy during the
period 1950-82 were due, in roughly equal parts, to fiscal, money, demand and supply
shocks, both large and small. King and Plosser (1986) have emphasized that such decompo-
sitions are very brittle. In his excellent survey, Zarnowitz (1985, pp. 544-58) has discussed
many earlier, more theoretical, decompositions still emphasizing policy effects. By con-
trast, Kydland and Prescott (1982), Prescott (1986), and Black (1986, pp. 538-39) hold
unanticipated shifts in tastes and technology--"many small things that are difficult to mea-
sure and essentially impossible to control,"--and not policy shifts, responsible for the busi-
ness cycle. Black (1986) justifies this view by pointing to the fact that the costs of shifting
real resources are clearly large while the costs of putting inflation adjustments in contracts
or of publicizing changes in the money stock or the price level seem low. Hence if such
adjustments are comparatively rare in the U.S. economy, the benefits of having them must
also be low (McCallum 1986b). Observing the changing patterns of indexation might there-
fore provide information on the extent of the disturbances anticipated from various quar-
ters and the costs and benefits of modifying their impact through indexation. This is subject
to which we now turn.

4.3. Indexation as a Way of Absorbing Uncertainty

The purpose of indexation schemes is to hold someone or something harmless for
some, but not normally all, consequences of accidents. Because such arrangements insulate
against both windfall gains and losses associated with recurring, albeit individually
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unexpected, developments, they go beyond insurance to stabilization. Indexation can subsi-
tute at least partly for firm policy rules or operating targets. If set in advance or by a for-
mula that, unlike in Joshua Aizenman and Frenkel (1986, p. 318), does not involve reacting
to (currently unobservable) disturbances, these targets may do at least as well as indexing.
Provided the targets are completely credible, they may be superior under most contingen-
cies, although complete stochastic dominance over indexing is unlikely. The extent to which
(a) wages that are indexed to various measures and (b) monetary targeting rules may
achieve comparable stabilization under various circumstances has been examined by Aizen-
man and Frenkel (1986) and Turnovsky (1987).

Both rules and indexation are of overriding concern to those, like Lucas (1980a, p.
206), who view policy analysis as most importantly and necessarily involving choice among
alternative stable, predictable policy rules minimizing, though never entirely eliminating,
the role of discretionary economic management. A secondary reason for the emphaysis on
constitution rather than discretion is that a strong constitution ruling economic conduct may
cope with the many small perturbations that are difficult to identify. Discretion is to handle
only the large shocks of manifest origin, the likes of "Penn Central and Franklin National"
as Poole (pharaphrased in Fischer ed. 1980, p. 243) once put it. Richard Startz (1986) also
reached the conclusion that fiscal policy should be used actively only to counteract large
shocks.

Taylor (1986, p. 155) has defined rules not laconically, as in constitutions, but broadly
as in contingency plans that describe how policy will react to future events. Then policy is
all about rules which forward-looking agents must seek to know. One may add that the
application of such conditional rules, which requires matching up prespecified contingen-
cies with real life events, is an art and a question of imagery and appearence as well as of
fathoming the uncertain causes of events. Contingencies can easily be misdiagnosed and
shocks misinterpreted when they occur.

Karl Brunner (1981) has given additional reasons for finding far less conditional rules
preferable to activist adjustment of the policy instruments. They are (1) that diffuse uncer-
tainty about the correct representation of the economic process precludes the clever adjust-
ment of a policy regime to a given structure (p. 34) and (2) that even if the authorities have
an informational advantage, they will have incentives to trade-off degrees of achievable sta-
bilization for political and personal benefits of various kinds (p. 37). For at least some of
these reasons, we will focus on indexation and rules, rather than discretionary policies, in
what follows, although the search for rationales for policy activism is far from over, as the
review essays by Steve Davis (1986) and Mankiw (1986b) may indicate.

Although deindexation is now frequently advocated as part of government stabilization
programs in Latin America and Europe, many of those who favor government by rules have
also favored indexation in the past. An impressive roster of economists advocating escalator
clauses since just after the Napoleonic Wars has been furnished by Herbert Giersch (1974,
pp. 4-5) and Milton Friedman (1974, pp. 46-61). They regarded escalator clauses as holding
out much promise of both reducing the harm done by inflation and facilitating the ending
of inflation. In addition to wages and salaries, indexation has been used in money and capi-
tal transactions, royalties, rents and leases, social insurance, life insurance policies, tax pro-
visions, and income accounting based on replacement cost. Applied to several of the last
items, indexation may put destabilizing mechanisms in place in countries that have little
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alternative to linking money growth to the budget deficit (Fischer 1983). Similarly,
Domingo Cavallo (1983) has warned that mandatory indexation that includes only particu-
lar groups can intensify inflation because of the distributional non-neutralities involved.
Voluntary indexation, on the other hand, serves mainly to reduce transaction costs
otherwise associated with frequent recontracting in nominal magnitudes. Its chief purpose
is to deal efficiently with anticipated inflation--to reduce the inconvenience and distortions
of having long-term relationships covered by short-term contracts (Vincent Crawford
1982)--and not to make ex post adjustments between expectation and facts. Cavallo (1983,
p. 319) supports this last point by noting that, together with indexation, long-term contracts
usually include reopening clauses which can be triggered by drastic changes in the general
economic situation.

From the viewpoint of the economy as a whole, large "real" shocks would constitute
such drastic events that should lead to the suspension of indexation. At the very least, small
countries in which nominal wages are indexed on the general price level or where the nomi-
nal exchange rate is depreciated in line with the difference between domestic and foreign
inflation should make provision for exceptions in indexation arrangements. To obtain the
flexibility in real wages and real exchange rates required to counter fluctuations in export
earnings, Richard Marston (1984b) and Daniel Gros (1986) have proposed a mixed scheme
in which an index of export earnings is added to price level change and inflation differentials
in the indexation formula. Edwards (1987) has found that the real exchange rate is conside-
rably affected by nominal disturbances and overshooting in the short run, something that
can be counteracted in the small open economy by fixing the exchange rate with a major
international partner and letting the money supply be governed by the need to defend fixed
rates (Marston 1984a). However, as Turnovsky (1976, p. 45) has also pointed out, the rela-
tive stability of output under fixed and flexible exchange rates in the face of various random
shocks depends crucially upon the source of these disturbances. In the short run, output will
always be more stable under flexible rates if the stochastic disturbances are either in exports
or in foreign output prices.

Indexation can be hedged not only by, in effect, putting it out of action as needed to
cope with real disturbances, but also by having less than 100% indexation to start with. Jo
Anna Gray (1983) has shown that how much less depends on the prevalence of non-mone-
tary compared with monetary disturbances or uncertainty. We may note parenthetically
that the microeconomic analogue worked out by Mitchell Polinsky (1986) is that sellers
would prefer spot price contracts with respect to production cost uncertainty and fixed price
contracts with respect to demand uncertainty. Alan Stockman (1986b) has shown that
buyers may have the same preference in the absence of complete asset markets, thereby
supporting a degree of price stickiness for utility maximization on insurance grounds. The
non-monetary shock Gray focuses on is a relative demand shock that is industry-specific as
opposed to a monetary shock to aggregate demand that affects all industries equally. Blin-
der and Mankiw (1984) and Marston and Turnovsky (1985b) concentrate instead on relative
supply shocks with "island" or firm-specific productivity disturbances. Here again partial,
rather than full, indexation turns out to be optimal. A simpler demonstration at the most
aggregative level with one supply and one demand disturbance process, by Gary Fethke
(1985), finds the optimal indexation coefficient from a regression of output innovations on
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price level innovations. These innovations are generated either just by differencing or by a
three-variable vector autoregression involving short lags of output, price level, and money
supply. One plus the regression coefficient, which would be zero in the absence of supply
disturbances and a negative fraction otherwise, would be the estimate of the optimal degree
of wage indexation.

Aizenman and Frenkel (1985) have found that a rise in the variance of the monetary
shock and an increase in the elasticity of labor supply raise the optimal degree of wage
indexation. The degree of policy uncertainty can therefore influence the degree of indexa-
tion. Conversely what policy can do depends on the prevailing degree of indexation and,
more broadly, on the entire system of contracts prevailing in an economy (Benassy 1985).
The question of how individuals can index to neutralize the effects of policy, addressed in
depth by Robert King (1982), can therefore be turned around to ask how policymakers are
constrained by existing forms of contracting.

One of the easiest ways to introduce the reverse perspective is Gordon's (1984a) or,
similarly, Fischer's (1985) showing of how labor market arrangements constrain the ability
of monetary authorities to respond to supply shocks. If rates of nominal wage change are
inertial, so that they depend only on their past value, full monetary accommodation is opti-
mal because it would succeed in lowering real wages to their new equilibrium level. There
would be no need for increased unemployment to inform labor about the change in produc-
tion possibilities. On the other hand, with complete indexation of wage changes to current
changes in the price level there is no change in nominal GNP that will maintain full employ-
ment. The economy will be thrown into disequilibrium until the indexation mechanism, and
perhaps the labor supply curve, if that curve is not independent of the perceived technologi-
cal opportunity set, are reset to take account of the new realities. Partly forward-looking
agents, as in Taylor (1980), should be able to calculate the future consequences of maintai-
ning high indexation parameters in the face of a permanent supply shock once such a shock
has been clearly identified (Gordon 1984a, p. 41).

International extensions of the modelling of given degrees of indexation and how they
bear of the processing of various shocks in industrial countries are found in Gilles Oudiz
and Sachs (1984, pp. 9-16). Since the U.S. economy has frequently been described as
having very low degrees of wage indexation compared, at least, with Western European
countries (William Branson and Julio Rotemberg 1980; Sachs 1983; Fethke 1985; Blan-
chard and Summers 1986), accommodation of the 1973-74 and 1979-80 oil price shocks
might have been indicated. Of course, there remain wide disagreements on this score and
about the subsequent disinflation, as Cagan and William Fellner (1983), George Perry
(1983), Marston and Turnovsky (1985a), and Gordon (1985) have indicated.

Having touched on actual conditions in major countries, we will close by returning to a
theoretical island group with its archipelago economy, as Blinder and Mankiw (1984) have
called it. Suppose the economy of each of five islands conforms to a different model. One
island instantly adjusts to clear markets, and another sets the money wage in advance but
allows management the right to determine employment effort thereby exposing employ-
ment and output to unanticipated changes in demand and in productivity. One more
indexes the real wage without nominal rigidities, and yet another does so by fixing both the
money wage and prices beforehand. In this fourth island, firms agree to supply whatever
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quantity is demanded at the predetermined price level, and workers agree to produce this
quantity at the predetermined real wage. One last, presumably poorly inhabited, island
fixes only prices beforehand, again with the output supply commitment of the previous
island but without the commitment of workers to go off their full-information supply func-
tion when unanticipated disturbances occur.

Blinder and Mankiw (1984) explain that this archipelago economy cannot really be
aggregated. At any one point in time, some labor markets may be on their notional supply
curves, some may be on their notional demand curves, some may be on both, and some may
be on neither. Furthermore, policies which are optimal for one type of island may not be
optimal for another type of island that handles contracts differently. Similarly, Cukierman
(1980) has found that the effects of wage indexation in the face of various shocks depend on
whether the labor contract employment rule reflects mostly the demand or the supply of
labor. Hence the absorption of uncertainty through ex post adjustments mandated under
indexation arrangements may succeed only under specialized circumstances and initial
conditions.

4.4. Summary

This section started by surveying how measures of variability have gradually come to
accompany expected values in modelling behavior and in deriving stabilization rules under
uncertainty. Coefficients, such as marginal propensities, that might once have been thought
of as revealing behavior now appear more often as tuners set to extract signals from high-
frequency series, normally prices, about what is happening to low-frequency series, nor-
mally flows which can not be monitored at continuous rates. Coefficients designed to elicit
this economic intelligence are ratios whose numerator appears, say, as the covariance of a
currently observed innovation or error with the sum of all errors. The variance that remains
in the absence of cross-correlations is then divided by the sum of the variances of all errors,
some of which are not currently observed, to determine the strength of the signal to be
extracted. Certainty equivalence is lost in such applications as it is in simple control models
as soon as parameter uncertainty is admitted.

In attempting to decode disturbances, little attention has been given in the literature
surveyed here to how the construction of the model acting as receiver or monitor can bias
and distort the signals picked up. The interdependence of the method of observation and
what is observed, long recognized in (quantum) physics, is not often appreciated in econo-
mics or taken into account in joining apparently contradictory evidence to a deeper under-
standing of disturbance origin and propagation. Hence estimates of the various shocks and
their contribution to economic fluctuations can differ greatly among researchers. However,
it appears that policy shocks that were regarded as the main trouble in much of the research
of the 1970s are frequently held of less importance than real shocks in the 1980s. Part of the
change in emphasis may have been prompted by the growing realization that one would
expect more private insurance and indexation arrangements to evolve to counter at least
nominal policy shocks if they really imposed significant welfare losses in free economies.

The duality between rules and indexation implies a dynamic interplay between policy
and indexation. The latter can be used to reduce certain forms of policy to irrelevance; in
other cases policy can take advantage of certain forms of nominal contracting and stragge-
ring for which adequate microeconomic explanations may nevertheless be found (Fethke
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and Andrew Policano 1986; 1987). Marston (1984b, p. 300) is surely right in reminding us
that indexation is no panacea. Instead, an indexation rule that is preferable for some distur-
bances will exacerbate the effects of others. Indeed something like (Charles) Goodhart's
Law (see Paul Evans 1985), according to which tightening monetary control by a specific
measure lessens the relationship between that measure and what the monetary authorities
care about, may be at work in indexation. Just when mandatory or voluntarily introduced
indexation would appear to have neutralized a disturbance prevalent in the past, a new
source of disturbance could come to the fore, with the result that there is little or no gain in
stability overall. A possible reason for this is not, of course, that nature plays against
successful applications of human intelligence, but that the manifestations of disturbances,
and their income distribution effects, change as different forms of contracting are adopted.

5. Closing Observations on Microfoundations and Information

The Royal Astronomer of Scotland, Malcolm Longair (1986, p. 3), in a much noted
lecture on the communication of science, thought it worth clearing up the misconception
that the typical scientist agonizes in everyday research about the fundamentals of the disci-
pline. If a concern with some basic issues should nevertheless have touched the present sur-
vey, the concern was prompted by widespread disillusionment with the treatment of uncer-
tainty and learning in macroeconomics. "Foundations of sand" is alleged to be what the dis-
cipline stands on in the judgement of some of those who pride themselves in being hard
scientists. A former director of the division of reactor development in the (U.S.) Atomic
Energy Commission (Lawrence Hafstad 1982) is among them. Currie (1985, p. 285) cites
another severe critic, an eminent British biologist, as lambasting macroeconomists not so
much for their wrongness "as their pretensions to rightness that have brought economic pre-
dictions and the theory that underlies them into well-deserved contempt".

Perhaps "the dogmatic self-assurance and asseverative confidence" attributed to
macroeconomists further by Sir Peter Medawar are a less valid grievance now than they
would have been in the 1960s. For most of that decade the leading Keynesian economists in
or around government felt capable of bringing on the twilight of the business cycle and the
eclipse of macroeconomic instability, to use the language of heavenly accomplishment
favored by the luminaries of the time. Such high expectations have not been fulfilled, and
promises have been withdrawn to be replaced by faintly worded, minimalist opinions (see,
for instance, Sargent 1984, p. 414). It has even been suggested by Romer (1986b) that cor-
rect empirical evidence is lacking that would support the presumption that the severity of
economic fluctuations is less on this side than on the other side of the Great Depression.
Romer's conclusion, that the standard view of higher prewar volatility of GNP is spurious,
has since been refuted by Nathan Balke and Gordon (1986) who defend prior findings by J.
Bradford DeLong and Summers (1986) in this respect. Earlier, Lucas (quoted in Arjo Kla-
mer 1984, pp. 55-56) had already rated what he regards as the inappropriately titled Keyne-
sian "revolution" more a political than a scientific event.

Considering some of the unguarded claims about the inevitable effects of policies that
have been made since that earlier revolution by monetarists, supply-side economists, and
every other school that has received political articulation, it is unclear how much scientific
perspective has been won. Lucas (1980a) and Sims (1986a) have been among those charging
that macroeconomists have continued to pretend to far more certain knowledge than they
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have any scientific basis for. It is quite doubtful that macroeconomics has established "se-
cure bases from which exploration could start in new directions," as Debreu (1984, p. 275)
has claimed for the axiomatization of economic theory elsewhere. Instead, schools of
macroeconomists rise by discrediting others, perhaps too totally. Unlike physicists who
reconceptualize only very carefully when prodded by puzzles otherwise unaccountable,
macroeconomists do not thrive on constructive conservation. Frank Hahn, in the foreword
of a text by Pierre-Yves Hénin (1986), has criticized them for this. The thought, common in
the natural sciences, that almost every time-tested paradigm or basic conceptualization of
complex processes retains at least some restricted milieu and circumstance under which it
may have a cognitive advantage because the force of the old induction relative to the old
evidence is untouched (Tony Lawson 1985, p. 911), has not made much headway in econo-
mics. When staked in the political arena, claims to macroeconomic knowledge still tend to
be overreaching and exclusive. As a result, "as an advice-giving profession we are in way
over our heads" (Lucas 1980a, p. 209), treating admissions of uncertainty and diverse possi-
bilities as something to be avoided because it might not be viewed as constructive.

Attitudes and practices, particularly macroeconometric practices surveyed in Section
3, have been changing in this regard, and there is more appreciation that models of econo-
mic behavior may not simply be right or wrong, but differently conditioned. Still macroeco-
nomists may not quite have absorbed the type of lessons (James Clerk-) Maxwell brought
to physics well over a century ago. The change in basic conceptions then occurring led from
the caloric theory of heat as an indestructible fluid to the notion that heat is indeed des-
troyed in conversion to mechanical work but that it is impossible to convert a given amount
of heat completely into mechanical work. The puzzle posed for determinism by the irrever-
sibility contained in the second law of thermodynamics was followed by other puzzles in the
theory of gases. We will use one of them, albeit as laymen, to reflect on the consequences
of uncertainty about the objects of aggregation and how these consequences change when
going from the natural sciences to those involving human consciousness and calculation.

5.1. Substantive and Nonsubstantive Micro-Macro Relations under Uncertainty

As already touched on in the first section (1) of this survey, in the systems of Newton
and Laplace and then (William) Hamilton, certainty was presumed to govern physical rela-
tions. By a solution of the equations of motion they meant that all the positions or coordina-
tes of the particles are known for all time. At least through the middle of last century, deter-
minism at the micro level was taken for granted even when statistical laws, and not deduc-
tions from Newtonian equations for the countless constituents, were used to characterize
the behavior of macroscopic aggregates. This began to change in the late 1860s when Max-
well discovered randomness as basic to physics. Specifically he found that in gas, heat is no
more than a (non-normal) frequency distribution of the random velocities of the atoms of
the gas whose individual speeds are impossible to predict. After Maxwell, if one chose any
particle at random from the gas one could no longer assume that there was a way to esta-
blish what its velocity should be. Determinism at the micro level had broken down, to be
replaced by statistical laws.

What could this narration, compressed from Longair (1986), imply for our understan-
ding of what could be meant by the microfoundations of macroeconomics? Much of what
passes for such foundations uses the construct of the representative individual, firm, or
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agent in utility or profit maximization models. Necessary conditions under which it is possi-
ble to treat aggregate behavior as if it were the outcome of the decisions of a single maximi-
zing entity, conditions sought by Angus Deaton and John Muellbauer (1980, P. 148), do not
solve any problem of aggregation but trivialize it. Thomas Stoker (1986) has shown that
such conditions are unlikely to be met. Indeed Arrow (1986, p. S390) finds the "homoge-
neity assumption.. .especially dangerous. It denies the fundamental assumption of the eco-
nomy, that it is built on gains from trading arising from individual differences." Models of
representative principals may have some use in specifying the objective function of govern-
ments concerned with the median voter, or of benevolent governments or political agents
subsuming the representative citizen's criterion (see Cohen and Michel 1986a, p. 9). In
other macroeconomic applications, being representative means very little, unless eve-
rything such an amorphous entity does is perfectly correlated with what everybody else
does. Hence this figment does not normally establish microfoundations-- only micro analo-
gies as if nothing changed going from micro to macro. Furthermore, for any agent to be
recognizably representative, all of them must have utility functions which are known to
principals so that they can be played on, for instance in eliciting labor supply and effort.
Such assumptions further suppress uncertainty.

Used to dodge the charge of being based on arbitrary, ad hoc relationships, representa-
tive-agent models themselves contain a great deal of arbitrariness in the way the optimiza-
tion problem is posed. Turnovsky (1985, p. 168) has remarked on the shifting of arbitrari-
ness to different points in the analysis, and Mankiw (1986a) has questioned the use of the
construct of the representative consumer when exposure to shocks is the same for all ex
ante, but shocks actually are concentrated ex post among a few. Lucas (1980b, p. 710) has
offered some provocative questions to show how little is learned in this way about aggrega-
tes. How a monkey that has not been fed for a day will react to a banana tossed into its cage
is a question we can answer from previously established knowledge. But is such knowledge
helpful for the way an entire society of monkeys react to changes in their environment?
How, for instance, will five monkeys that have not been fed for a day react to one banana
thrown into their cage? This, Lucas explains, is an entirely different question, on which the
knowledge of preferences (each monkey wants as much of the banana as he can get) and
technology (banana consumption in total cannot exceed unity) gives us scarcely a begin-
ning. Lucas (1986) and Arrow (1986, p. S387) have given other illustrations of how little
rationality assumptions by themselves can yield in a world of many actors.

After the representative agent, another common way of providing microfoundations is
to assume that individuals can be characterized by stable differences in tastes and
endowments. In that case the behavioral qualities of the aggregate become functions of its
composition. This assumption is more general than that of the representative agent since
being homogeneous is but a limiting case of being rigidly heterogeneous. What is as yet
rarely considered is that there may be inherent randomness, imprecision and indeterminacy
in human behavior and in the impulses and objectives that guide it. The flicker noise that
then occurs is sometimes described as non-epistemic uncertainty; it is not noise that is just
a stand-in for missing knowledge about explanatory variables or about elements that are
difficult to quantify. We return briefly to the contrast with physics to explain how uninfor-
mative a particle could be and how it could appear differently in economics.
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In physics, heat, on account of conductivity, is a quality of aggregates, but within the
aggregate environment of mean velocity, any particle changes velocity randomly and can-
not be labelled a fast or slow mover categorically. Each particle could be any other but is
quite unlikely to behave like any other at a given point in time. Hence it is unclear what
could be meant by microfoundations. Since it would be pointless to attempt to anticipate a
particle's next move, the behavior of the aggregate cannot possibly be deduced from laws
governing the micro units.

Starting with the closest possible replication of this instance of randomly heteroge-
neous representative agents in economics, we can trace precisely how replacing physical
particles with calculating human beings affects micro-macro relations. Goodfriend's
(1986b) recent work on aggregation bias is well suited for this demonstration because it
deals with randomly heterogeneous agents, thereby replicating the environment of Max-
well's gases in an important respect. We will consider just one signal extraction problem
which a total of i = 1 ... n such agents face. They are, reasonably enough, assumed capable
of contemporaneously observing only their individual income y, and not aggregate income,
Yt, at time t. But they have good reason to want to infer the latter as Goodfriend shows.

Agent i's income, y, is generated as the sum of an average aggregate component, ye/n,
and a relative income component, u, such that:

fl

Y} = Yr/fl + u, where u = 0. (19)
i=1

Like the gas particles, agents are anonymous in that the relative income generating process
is assumed to be identical across agents, implying ex ante equality of the income distribu-
tion each period ahead. The agents are, therefore, randomly heterogeneous representative
agents without any lasting class standing; each incurs random windfall gains or losses that
leave no residue from period to period. Aggregate and relative income innovations, which
are e and uf, respectively, are uncorrelated by construction. The individual income forecast
error is decomposed into the sum of these two types of errors such that:

= Y5 - E1 Yl = er/n + Ul. (20)

Now assume (detrented) aggregate income is a (0, 1, 0) ARMA process, i.e., a random
walk. Then the best forecast at time t-1 of income Y for any individual i, E1 y, is y11/n.
When an individual observes his current income deviating from yr1/fl, there is the problem
of inferring how much of the error i is permanent (associated with the aggregate income
innovations e) and how much is transitory (associated with temporary deviations, u, in the
individual's income position from the common mean). The way to find out one and hence
the other is to regress e_1 on nif_ for the past (j> 0) so as to obtain the current expectation
of e from:

E e, = Q(nif), where Q = a/(o + n2 cr2). (21)

In the least-squares estimator, cr is the step-ahead variance of (detrended) income or the
variance of income change, while u is the variance of individual income deviations from the
mean which is the same for all i.
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Once the optimal contemporaneous allocation of unexpected changes in current indivi-
dual income has been made in this familiar way between changes in aggregate and in rela-
tive income, something else is revealed by the passage of time that is not as familiar accor-
ding to Goodfriend (1986b): Last period's estimate of its aggregate income will be revised
to the extent errors are revealed when the information on last period's aggregate income
becomes available this period. Each individual's forecast is optimal, hence rational and
unbiased, and forecast errors are serially uncorrelated at the micro level. Nevertheless,
given any nonzero random aggregate income innovation, that innovation will be systemati-
cally underforecasted. Except when agents are rigidly rather than randomly heterogeneous,
so that absolute income differences remain fixed between them, possibly at zero, and o
equals zero, Q will necessarily be less than 1 in equation (21). Because of the forecast error
correction that then ensues next period, aggregate consumption is not a random walk, even
if aggregate income is. Simply because aggregate income is not currently observable, the
reaction to any nonzero realization of e is dragged out over two periods. Empirical work by
Edgar Weissenberger (1986) tends to support this conclusion. Hall's (1978) famous result,
that consumption is a random walk when the rates of subjective time preference and real
interest are equal, can therefore be overturned by a slight change in information structure.

Being explicit about the uncertainty faced by the subjects of aggregation turns out to
be important to what the procedure yields. Micro was shown to be relevant for macro in the
above experiment that otherwise came as close to Maxwell's environment as one can come
in economics. Alan Nelson (1984) has commented that seeking to retrofit microrelation-
ships to macrotheory by imposing restrictions on the former to suit the latter would stand
these foundation procedures on their head. Benoit Mandeibrot (1963, p. 440) once made a
similar point by noting that when the law of Boyle (about constancy of the product of abso-
lute pressure and volume of a gas) was found to differ from facts (particularly in the
neighborhood of condensation points), the physicists simply invented the concept of a "per-
fect gas", that is, a body that follows perfectly Boyle's law. Blinder (1987) has pointed to
physics, chemistry and medicine to argue that good science need not always be built up
from solid microfoundations. Hence, dispensing with such foundations may be preferable
to retrofitting them to empirical regularities that have been formulated or tested directly at
the macro level. It may also be preferable to creating puzzles at that level by starting with
unrealistic premises, if nothing apt seems tractable, just to have microfoundations to boast
of.

5.2. Uncertainty of Inference and Prerequisites for Processing Information

The inference problem just discussed helps brings out another point. Using a coeffi-
cient such as in signal extraction implies a statement of prior beliefs. One of these beliefs
is that least squares rather than, say, least absolute error estimation (see Andrew Weiss
1986) should be used in the optimal forecast, presumably because the subjective cost of
forecast errors and the associated objective function are taken to be quadratic. Then there
is the implied belief that past variances, specifically, the ratio of aggregate to relative
income disturbance measures, will remain unchanged. Otherwise Bayesian or some other
procedures would have to be specified to update or modify the signal extraction coefficient,

as new evidence accumulates. One might even follow Zellner (1986, p. 3) and consider
that anticipated and unanticipated changes in variances and covariances might have to be
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distinguished because they could have different impacts on behavior. Indeed, Poterba and
Summers (1986a) have already identified, and added to, literature distinguishing such chan-
ges in examining the effects of volatility shocks on the stock market.

All the judgements, beliefs, and anticipations involved in reasoning about future
events and their distributions in this way are based on priors. Now if the "true" economic
model is not known or is changing, priors can get in the way and prevent errors in expecta-
tions from being serially uncorrelated and orthogonal to all underlying conditioning varia-
bles (Benjamin Friedman 1979). Nevertheless, priors are indispensable for the orientation
of decisionmakers and their ability to be informed by events.

"There is today a strong consensus that there is no macroeconomic consensus" (Blin-
der 1986, p. 209). It is equally apparent that economists' own views of the best model
approximating economic behavior have envolved over time, and the views of households
and busineses have almost certainly changed as well. Moreover, in modern nature sciences,
models are viewed as providing more or less useful hints of reality under specified condi-
tions, not the whole reality or definitive truth. For all these reasons, the assumption com-
monly made in new classical economics, that there is a "true" economic model and one that
is sufficiently unchanging for people's priors to have long been grounded in it, does not
come from "science" or "rationality". It also does not square with the facts as macroecono-
mists have experienced them. Hence the choice of priors, instead of being a rather effortless
exercise of acknowledging what has long been driving the economy, becomes a complex
and unfinished search for more or less useful starting assumptions pointing in different
directions.

A basic point that arose in several different contexts in this survey thus deserves to be
underscored. Just as it is not clear what is meant by microfoundations of macroeconomics
in the abstract, without specifying the randomness and cognitive abilities of the micro units,
it is not clear what is meant by "the current state of information" including the correct
model. Taking that state as given, ahead of any analysis and without specifying prior
beliefs, their distribution, and the procedure used for acquiring information is potentially
contradictory. What constitutes information and how news is processed depends on priors.
Conversely, information is likely to be unusable if there are no priors and none are being
formed.

Pnors can only be generated through learning or experience acquisition processes.
First of all, as Hahn (1984, p. 82) has put it, the argument that rational expectations are jus-
tified because rational agents will learn what is the case is ill founded in theory unless it has
also been shown that agents could learn. An even stronger condition must be met to show
that agents would learn. It needs to be explained why anyone would work hard to produce
informative priors individually rather than defer to impulse, habit, prejudice or "group-
think". Seeking, organizing, and evaluating information takes effort and self-discipline
before it can lead to anything approaching what variously has been called calculative, inten-
tional or procedural rationality (see Amitai Etzioni 1986, p. 19). Herbert Simon (1986) and
Arrow (1986, p. S388) have stressed that substantive rationality of the choices actually
made, particularly global consistency, is even more demanding on individuals, albeit sterile
(devoid of implications) in aggregates. Etzioni (1986) has conceived of rationality not as a
useful starting assumption but as a painfully acquired product requiring continuous mainte-
nance expenditures. Hence the facility with which we posit expectations being conditioned
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on all information available through time t, while keeping silent on prior beliefs and their
appropriate generation, is another device used to hide multiple possibilities and uncertain-
ty, in this case about the conduct of inference and the process of learning.

This too is beginning to change in macroeconomics following advances in econometrics
and in the microeconomics of information. It is possible that from a fuller appreciation of
uncertainty and the need to account for it in the process of making decisions a more credible
and cumulative macroeconomics may yet emerge. Perhaps hopeful for this, several econo-
mists, among them Brunner and Meltzer (eds. 1984, p. 1), have identified the integration
of uncertainty into the type of models used by macroeconomists as a major area of profes-
sional interest in the years ahead.
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